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. of. coin and coinless cu$tomer-owned. ) (Filed. April 13, 1988) 
pay telephone serviee. ) . 

----------------------------------) ) 
In the Matter of. Investiqation and 
Suspension on the Commission's own 
motion of tariffs authori~inq the 

. network connection of customer-owned 
instrument-implemented. coin tele
phones, and the sale by Pacific Bell 
of such telephones. and of booths and 
associated eqaipment, under Adviee 

,Letter N~. 14876. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-----------------------------------) ) 
National Pay Telephone Corp., 

complainant, 

v • 

Pacific Bell 0J 1001 C), 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

(I&S) 
Case' 85-02-051 

(Filed February 2:1, 1985) 

case 85-07-048 
(Filed July 17, 1985) 

(See Appendix A for appearances.) 

mT.RRDI OPlNXON ON COKPEHSMION' 
FOR NOH-$ENT-PAXD w.x$ 

I. SWmnaa 

Today's dec~sion 9rants, in part, California Payphone 
Association (CP~'s) request for compensation for non-sent-paid 
calls made over customer-owned pay telephone (COPT) instruments. 
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We limit compensation to a share of operator surcharge revenue, 
since that alone was the issue set for rehea~ing by Decision 
(D.) 87-08-052. Today's decision adopts the Division ot 
Ratepayer's Advocates (DRA's) recommended level for compensation of 
6 cents per-non-sent-paid call. We order the Local Exchange 
Carriers (LECs), Pacifie Bell (Pacific), General Telephone company 
of california (GTE-C), and contel of california (Contel), to, 
institute this compensation program within 90 days of this order. 

xx. BacJcground 

By 0.85-11-057, as modified by 0.86-01-059, (dealing with 
issues unrelated to compensation for non-sent paid calls) we 
authorized Pacific to otfer a new service "allowing non-utility
owned pay telephones to be connected to Paeitie'& network. ~his 

new service was designated as COPT' service. 
CPA filed a petition tor modification ot 0.87-11-057 in 

March 1987, seeking, in part, compensation for non-sent-paid 
intraLATA toll calls. Such calls consist of credit card, third
party,. and person-to-person calls. By D.87-08-052, we ordered the 
proceeding reopened -to receive evidence only on whether COPT 
operators should be entitled to a share of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to I:Ion-sent-paid calls, in those instances where a COPT 

instrument is E~ployed by an end-user.* (Ordering Paragraph 3,. 

milneo~ p.24.) 
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D.87-08-052 also specifically named GTE california 
Incorporated1 (GTE-C) a respondent to the COpt proceeding while 
authorizing GTE-C's COPT service tariff with some variations from 
Pacific's tariff~ 

A prebearinq conference (PRC) was held on October lO, 
~987, to set dates for hearings on the issue ot compensation for 
non-sent-paid calls.2 Hearings were set for January to 
mid-F@ruary, 1988. the parties, particularly CPA and Pacific, 
engaged in settlement negotiations which resulted in extensions in 
the designated schedule. Prepared testimony was tiled by Pacific, 
G'rE-C, and CPA in March, 1988, with hearings rescheduled to' start 
April 11, 1988'. Again, CPA and. pacific requested a continuance of 
the hearings which was granted until May 9, 1988. 

Meanwhile, we issued Order Instituting Investigation 
(011) 1.88-04-029 addressing a wide variety of issues related both 
to COP'r,service and payphone services generally. Tbe orr divided 
the issues into three phases, including in Phase III an examination 
of whether revenues on non-sent-paid calls should be shared by the 
LECs and COP'!' operators. Pacific, G'rE-C, and Contel were all named 
respondents to the OIl. We consolidated Case (C.) 85-02-051 and. 
C.85-07-048 with the OIl stating that the hearings scheduled on the 
rehearing issues shall be conducted as scheduled. However, since 
the compensation issue was specifically mentioned in the OIl while 
the other rehearing issues were not, the then assigned 
Ac:lministrative ,Law Judge (AIJ) removed that issue from the scope, of 
the May 9, 1988; ·hearings. 

1 GTE california Inc. was then 'known as General Telephone Company 
of california •. 

2 By D.81-08~6~ other issues were set for rehearing which 
are'not addressed here. 
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cPAtil.ed a motion to reset hearings on the compensation 
issue as soon as all LECs named as respondents in the OII could be 
noticed. 3 CPA argued that it was our intent to go :forward with 
hearings on consideration of a compensation plan for COPI' operators 
tor intraLAXA non-sent-paid calls, ~ut possibly only on an interim 
basis pending broader consideration of the issue in the OIIN (CPA 
Motion to Reset Hearings, p'. 4). 

Pacific opposed eonsideration of any compensation for 
non-sent-paid calls outside the scope of the entire OII. Both 
sides argued their positions at the May 9 hearing. In addition, 
the parties requested an opportunity to try to settle the other 
rehearing issues (related to call routing). Once again, the 
hearings were postponed per the parties' request.. 'rhe ALJ ruled 
that if the call routing issues could not be settled by the end of 
May, they would be considered with other issues in Phase III of the 
OII. Since no settlement was filed,. we understand those routing 
issues are being addressed in the ongoing orI workshops and need 
not be mentioned further here. 

On May 13, 198$, the newly assigned ALJ issued a ruling 
granting CPA's motion as to, inter~ consideration of the non-sent
paid call issue only. Hearings were scheduled to begin June l, 
1988., limited to consideration of an interim solution to the non
sent-paid call issue, to be nonprecedential and applicable to all 
three named respondents in I.88-004-029: Pacific, GTE-C, and 
contel. Parties were urged to continue working toward a 
settlement. At the June 1, 1988 hearings CPA and Pacific again 
requested a continuance ot the hearings to continue settlement 
neg'otiations. All other parties present concurred with the 
continuance and it was granted until July 11, 1988. 

3 Up until' this time, contel had not participated in the 
rehearing issue of compensation tor non-sent-paid calls. 
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Ultimately, the parties were unable to close on their 
settlement, so hearings went, forward on the non-sent-paid calling, . 
issue as scheduled on July 11, 1988 and concluded July 14~. 1988. 

We note that CPA emphasizes in its brief that some 18 months have 
passed since its original petition for modification was filed. It 
is obvious from the above recitation that much of the delay was 
requested by CPA to further its unfortunately unsuccessful efforts 
to settle this matter. 

The following parties presented testimony at the 
hearings: CPA by Thomas R. Keane, a member of CPA's board of 
directors and chief executive officer of PayTel Phone Systems~ 
Pacific by its employees Judith A. Nyberg, Raymond T. Ruiz, James 
Forbes, ana rebuttal testimony by Or. william E~ Taylor, a 
consulting economist~ GTE-C by Roger Smith: and contel by Paul T. 
Montsinger. Thirty exhibits were received in evidence. 

All of the above parties submitted opening and reply 
briefs. In addition, Towards utility Rate Normalization (TURN), 
National Association of TrUck Stop Operators, and the National 
Association of Convenience Stores (NATSO and NACS), and ORA. filed 
opening briefs. The matter was formally submitted on August 29, 

1988. 

cgmments 
Co:m:mentson the ALJ's proposed decision were tiled by 

Pacific, CPA, GTE-C, Contel, ORA, Intellieall, Inc., and TORN. 

These comments have been reviewed and carefully considered by the 
commission. Any changes required by the comments have been 
incorporated in this interim decision. 

In addition, Public Telephone Council (?TC) tiled a 
Motion for Leave to :Intervene on November 14,. 1988. 'that motion is 
denied since PTe's area of concern, namely whether the commission's 
ban on intraLATA competition applies to operator and billing 
services, has been deleted in its entirety tromthis decision. 

We now proceed to discuss the merits of the non-sent-paid 
calling compens4tion issue be~ore us. 
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:ax. Should compensation For Non-Sent-Paid 
cal.l.s Be Given '1'0 COPT' Operators 
And. It so, At What Leyel? 

A. Arguments leg and Against compena;ticm 

1. CPA'S EPsition 
CPA argues that equitable considerations require that 

COPT operators receive a share of LEC revenues derived from non
sent-paid intraLATA calls placed from their COPT instruments. CPA 
maintains that the COPT operator provides a valuable service to the 

LEe in :aXing its stations available to· its customers for access to 
the LEC's network. COPT operators bear the capital, operating, and 
maintenance expenses delivering non-sent-paid calls to aLEC's 
network without receiving revenue from such traffic. CPA claims 
that the placement of COPT instruments relieves the LEC of the need 
to undertake similar efforts and expenses, in the nature of 
marketing efforts, equipment installation costs,. capital costs for 
the pay-station equipment,. and commission payments to the station 
Agents. 

CPA asserts that receiving no- revenue from non-sent-paid 
calls is particularly inequitable given that Pacific does in fact 
pay its own station agents a commission based on both sent-paid and 
non-sent-paid calling. This was made clear in the testimony of 
Pacific's witness James Forbes describing the commissions paid 
currently and in the past by Pacifie to its own station agents. 
Tbe commissions range between zero and 25% applied to non-sent
paid as well as sent-paid revenue. 

CPA acknowledges that where a COPT instrument is 
installed, Pacific reasonably offers no compensation on sent-paid· 
revenue because that revenue is completely retained by the COPT 
operator. However, the loqic of denying compensation with respect 
to non-sent-paid calling is less than clear, in that all o~ theSe 
revenues continue to flow to the LEe, While the LEC is relieved o·f 
the entire-burden of acquiring rights to the site and installing 
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and maintaining the instrwnent. CPA believes it is appropriate to 
equate the COPT operator with Pacific station agents in that both 
provide access to- the LEe network for the public. 

Pacific and the other utilities try to equate COPT 
operator service with that of any other business customer. CPA 
disputes the utility's analogy. The public service character of 
the 'access service which COPT operators provide to LECs is 
demonstrated by the fact that COPT stations may be disconnected by 
the LEC if certain minimum standards. of service are not maintained. 
CPA claims that this feat~re significantly distinguishes the COPT 
operator from other ousiness service sUbscribers. CPA witness 
Keane testified that while other b~sinesses use the services of the 
network to further their.own business interests, the' COPT operators. 
use the network services to conduct 100% of their business_ The 
significant difference is that if COPT operators do, not maintain 
that set in an appropriate fashion for the general pul)lic, it can 
be disconnected by the utility • 

For purposes of assessing the equitable entitlement of 
COPT operators to co~pensation, COPT operators should be viewed as 
network service providers to the LECs instead of competitors of the 
LECs. COPT operators seek a share in non-sent-paid revenues as 
compensation !or the important access service whic~ COPT operators 
provide to the LEC thereby facilitating use- of the LEC's network 
services by third parties. CPA argues that Pacific's compensation 
of station agents for a similar but more limited access service 
indicates that such compensation is in fact appropriate in the pay 
telephone market. 

The inequity of the current arrangement is further 
aqqravated by the fact that while a non-sent-paid call is being 
made-from a COPT instrument, no other revenue-producing. ca.ll can be 
plfaCe<ifromthat .station. 'rhus" the 6opportunity cost" to' the COPT' 
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for a non-local intraLAXA eoin-sent-paia call. COPT operators haa 
aavoeated in that proceeding that the HmarketplaeeH should aecide 
the rates COPT operators charged for their phones.. However, ORA's 
(then Public Staf! Division) and TORN's arguments were adopted that 
ilnposed limits on COPT operators' charges in order to avoid 
customer confusion, to maintain access to the network for 
nonsubscribers, and to: avoid exploitation of customers in locations 
where utility-owned coin telephones are not conveniently available. 
(0.85-11-057, mimeo ... pp. 90-92, Conclusion of Law 31 •. ) D.87-05,-061 

continued the same sureharqe structure for coinless COPT phones. 
For better or worse, CPA maintains that eoPI' operators 

find it impractical to impose this surcharge on end users. As CPA 
witness Keane testified, HEarly experience with charging the 10-

cent surcharge on non-sent-paid calls has indicated that aal'nage to 
COPT equipment by irate customers and dissatisfaction on the part 
of station agents and end users in general far outweigh the slight 
revenue available from such chargesH.. (,rr. 2739 .. ) 

Keane's own company, PayTel, has aiscovered a positive 
correlation between the number of maintenance visits required and 
whether the station agent is attempting toeollect the lO-cent 
surehargcon 'non-sent-paid calls. Imagine the frustration o,f a 
person.attempting to make a credit-card eall and then being asked 
to· insert 10 eents into the eoPI' phone. CPA asserts that this is 
yet another factor'that was not considered in D .. 87-11-05>7 when the 
COPT tariff was oriqinally devised. 

CPA strongly disputes Paeific's attempted characteri
zation of the high profit margins which COPT operators derive on 
sent-paid-calling. CPA claims that both the revenues and expenses 
of eoPI' operators are incompletely and inaccurately shown in 
Pacific's EXhil:>it 4. The revenues shown in Exhibit 4 are 
incorrect" in CPA's opinion, because there is an assumption that 
the lO-cent sureh.arge is eollectib;le by COPT operators. Likewise 
the expenses shown in Pacific's Exhibit 4 do, not include any 
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and maintaining the instrument. CPA Delieves it is appropriate to, 
equate the COPT operator with Pacific station agents in that both ' 
provide access tc the LEC network for the pUblic. 

Pacific and the other utilities try to equate COPT 
operator service with that of any other business customer. CPA 
d.isputes the utility's analO9'1. The public service character o,f 
the access service which COPT operators provide to, LECs is 
demonstrated. by the fact that COPT stations may be disconnected by 
the LEC if certain minimum standards of service are not maintained. 
CPA claims that this feature significantly distinguishes the COPT 
operator from other business service subscribers. CPA witness 
Keane testified that while other businesses use the services ot the 
network to further their ,own business interests, the' COP'!' operators 
use the network services to conduct 100% of their business. the 
significant difference is that if COPT operators do, not maintain 
that set in an appropriate fashion for the general public,_ it can 
be disconnectea by the utility • 

For purposes of assessing the equitable entitlement of 
COPT operators tc compensation, COPT operators should. be viewed as 
network' service providers to the LECs instead of competitors of the 
LECs. COPT operators seek a share in non-sent-paid revenues as 
compensation for the important access service whic~ COPT operators 
provide to the LEC thereby faCilitating use of theLEC's network 
services by third parties. CPA argues that Pacific's compensation, 
of station agents for a similar but more limited access service 
indicates that such compensation is in fact appropriate in, the pay 
telephone market. 

The inequity of the current arrangement is further 
aggravated by the fact that while a non-sent-paid call is being 
made from a COPT instrument, no other revenue-producing call can be 
pla~ed from 'that station. Thus, the "opportunity cost'" to' the COPT' 
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operator of a non-sent-paid call is the revenue that a COPT 
operator would have, earned had a revenue-producing call ~een 
placed. 

CPA witness Keane testified that while a person was 
placing a non-sent-paid call on a COPT instrument, someone else 
with coins in hi$ pocket could ~e driving up the street to a 
different payphone. The COPT operator has incurred some 
opportunity cost because the person with the coins in his pocket 
has gone to make his call elsewhere. This opportunity cost is 
significant because, overall, CPA ~elieves a high proportion o! all 
revenue generated ~y a pay telephone station for Pacific is non
sent-paid revenue. 

CPA presented evidence calculating the percentage o·! non
sent-paid revenue generated ~y COPT stations; Based on Pacific's 
data responses CPA witness Keane determined that S8% of the 
revenues generated for Pacific ~y COPT instruments came from non
sent-paid calling. CPA strenuously o~jects to- receiving none of 
that revenue. 

CPA further argued that the magnitude of the ratio. of 
non-sent-paid revenue to total revenue was not in the record on 
which the Commission relied in 0-. 8S-11-05-7 • CPA argues that all 
parties' attention was focused primarily on the use of pay 
telephone for sent-paid calling or call-in-tne-box. calling. 
CPA argues that equity demands that an adjustment ~e made to 
original way of handling sharing of compensation between COPT 
operators and the LEes. 

Thus, 
the 

CPA stresses that COPT operators derive no. revenue from 
non-sent-paid calls at the present time. The utilities make much 
of the COPT operators' right to collect a 10-cent surcharge on each 
non-sent-paid call. 0.8S-11-057 authorized COPT operators to 
charge up to 5· cents aboVe the exchange carrier's tariffed rate for 
a local coin call and up· to 10 cents above the exchanqe carrier's 
tariffed rate for the same distance, tim.e-ot-clay, ancl clay-ot-week 
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for a non-local intraLAXA coin-sent-paid. call. COPT operators haQ 
advocated in that proceeding that the "marketplace" should decide 
the rates COPT operators charged for their phones.. However, DAA's 
(then Public Staf! Division) and TORN's arguments were adopted that 
imposed limits on COPl'- operators' charges in order to avoid 
customer contusion, to maintain access to- the network for 
nonsubscribers, and to avoid exploitation of customers in locations 
where utility-owned coin telephones are not conveniently available. 
(0.85-11-057, mimeo. pp. 90-92', Conclusion of Law 31 .. ) 0.87-05-061 
continued the same surcharge structure for c~inless COPT phones. 

For better or worse,. CPA maintains that COP'! operators 
find it impractical to impose this surcharge on end users. As'CPA 
witness Keane testified,. "Early experience with charging the 10-
cent surcharge on non-sent-paid calls has indicated that damage to 
COPT equipment by irate customers and dissatisfaction on the part 
of station agents and end users in general tar outweigh the slight 
revenue available from such charges". (Tr. 2789.) 

Keane's own company, PayTel, has discovered a positive 
correlation between the number of maintenance visits required and 
whether the station agent is attemptinq to: collect the 10-cent 
surcharge on non-sent-paid calls. Imaqine the frustration of a 
person. attempting to make a crec1it-carc1 call and. then being asked. 
to insert 10 cents into the COPT phone. CPA asserts that this is 
yet another faetorthat was not considered in 0.87-11-05·7 when the 
COPT tariff was originally devised • 

. CPA strongly disputes Pacific's attempted characteri
zation of the high profit margins which COPT operators derive on 
sent-paid-callinq. CPA claims that both the revenues and expenses 
of COPT operators are incompletely and inaccurately shown in 
Pacific's Exhibit 4. The revenues shown in Exhibit 4 are 
incorrect, in CPA'S opinion, because there is an assumption that 
the lO-eentsurcharqe is collectible by COPT operators. Likewise 
the expenses shown in Pacific's Exhibit 4 d~not include any 
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allocation of the installation charge, the monthly line charqe~ or 
the customer access line charge which the COPT operator ~ust pay 
the LEe. Exhibit 4 exclude~ the capital cost of the COPT 
equipment~ the commission payments the COPT operator must make to 
the premises' owner, the operation and maintenance expenses and the 
administrative and general expenses o·f ·running a COP'!' business. 
CPA alleges that this exhibit is fatally flawed and should be 
disreqarded by the Commission. CPA believes that Paeific's 
calculation of COPT operator margins found in EXhib·it 4 only 
confuses the record and attempts to divert our attention from the 
central issue: COPT operators provide a valuable service to 
Pacific for which Pacific provides inadequate compensation. CPA 

further asserts that compensation would not render pay-phone 
service unprofitable to the LEes. A substantial proportion o·f COPI' 
installations are at wvoid locationsw (where no pay station was 
previously installed) so that the COP'!' operator increases the total 
availability of payphones, thereby stimulating greater usage of 
highly profitable intraLATA toll and interu:rA access services. 
Pacific's own witness testified to the fact that 35% of COP'!' 
installations are at these WvoidW locations. CPA witness. Keane 
testified that the installation of COP'!' sets at new locations can 
be expected to create new calls for the LEC as well as for 
interexchanqe carriers, thus generating increases in intra~A toll 
and interu:rA access revenue for the LEC. witness Keane testified 
as follows: 

WAs a company, as we place phones we have found 
that void locations are every bit as DUSY on 
avera~e as every reqrade or replacement 
locat10n ••• ~y assumption, then~ is that they 
have created new ealls~ not just diluted a 
fixed number of calls. w (TR. 27S3.) 

CPA contends that compensation for non-sent-paid callinq 
will allow COPI' operators to. lower the threshold at which they 
accept a potential location. CPA witness Keane finds this more 
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likely than Pacific's allegation that additional revenues gained 
from compensation will merely result in increased commissions to· 
station agents by eoPI' operators. 

Regarding COPI' operators' association with Alternate 
Operators Service (AOS) providers, CPA argues that Pacific's 
Attempt to discredit COPT operators was ineffective and irrelevant 
in this proceedinq. CPA asserts that Pacific's data regarding 
overcharging and intraLAXA bypass by COPT operators in connection 
with AOS providers was outdated. CPA states that these concerns 
have Deen largely addressed and resolved through informal 
procedures coordinated by our staff. 

Likewise Pacific's efforts tQ discredit CPA witness 
Keane's testimony by showing past overcharging by AOS providers on 
his phone lines, was, in CPA's opinion, outdated and irrelevant 
material. For both AOS companies involved with witness Keane's 
company PayTel, the calling record pre-CI.ated changes made by both 
AOS providers and their decision to discontinue the handling of any 
intraLA1'A calls. In addition, CPA claims that the numerous 
duplicative listings on the call reports throws the accuracy of 
pacific's overall study into question. (EXhibits 13 and 14.) 

witness Keane provided evidence showing that in fact Pacific had 
delayed his company from ending their relationship with the AOS 

providers in question. Keane's company made repeated requests to 
have Pacific resubseribe its COP'!' instruments to AT&T". (Exhibits 
23 through 30.) 

CPA acknowledges that it is appropriate that compensation 
be granted on an interim basis only," given the pending OII into- the 
pay telephone industry generally. CPA originally requested in its 
petition for modification a sharing of 50% of the operator 
surcharges that Pacific collects on calls made from COP'!'
instruments.. 'I'hat, in fact, is the issue that was set for 
rehearing. During the hearings, CPA modified its proposal for 
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• sIlarinq compensation by askinq :tor either 50% o:t operator 
surcharges or 25% of total revenues (operator surcharge plus toll 
revenue) that Pacific receives on each non-sent-paid call made from 
a COPT instrwnent. CPA argues that a 25% share of total non-sent
paid revenue would approximate what Pacific currently offers its 
major station agents. 

CPA contends that the Commission's policy on intra~A 
competition permits COPT operators to do their own billing for 
intraLA1'A non-sent-paid. calls or have it done for them :by an AOS 
provider or other billing agent. 4 A COPT operator who chooses to 
perform the :billinq function independently of the LEe should not, 
in CPA's opinion, be entitled to the same level of compensation 
payment, :but argues it would still be reasonable to pay a lower 
level of compensation in recognition of the toll service revenue 
generated for the LEC :by delivery of the call to the LEC's network. 
CPA states that because of the higher revenue-to-cost ratio· for 

• 

message toll service than for operator services, the COPT operator 
who performs his own :billing should. receive at least half the . 
compensation otherwise payable. 

• 

FUrther, CPA acknowledges that the appropriate level o·f 
compensation is a matter of judgment which we must determine :based 
upon consideration of many relevant factors. CPA emphasizes that 
what it seeks is simply a fair share of the revenue that COPT 
operators' efforts make available to the LEC. 

Finally, CPA disputes any suggestion that compensation be 
paid on a dollars-per-set basis. CPA claims that paYment o·f 
compensation at the same dollar level per COPT station would be 
unfair and might create uneconomic incentives. CPA notes· that the 
suggestion of a dollar-per-set compensation scheme was made by 

Pacific :because of its cla~ that a usage sensitive compensation 

4 This position is discussed. more fully in Section IV :belowA 
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plan would take 9 to 12 months to institute. CPA points out that 
if this commission gives this project high priority, so will 
pacific.S Thus the supposedly long implementation period 
suggested by Pacific's witness could easily be avoided. 

2. National Association of Truck Stop Operators 
and the National. Association of Convenient 
stores' Position 

NAXSO and NACS essentially adopt the position of CPA in 
their brief. These parties presented no witnesses and were not 
present at the hearings held in July. The members of NA'XSO and 
NACS are potentially customers of both COPT operators and Pacific 
and other LECS. NA'I'SO and NACS are in favor of the salIle level of 
compensation for non-sent-paid calling advocated by CPA. NATSO ~d 
NACS spend a great deal of time in their brief discussing the 
record from Phase I of the commission's original customer-owned 
payphone investigation dating back to 1985. NATSO and NACS believe 
that the evidence' in'Phase I strongly supports the compensation now 
requested by CPA. Unfortunately we find the references to the 
Phase I record largely unhelpful and will consider NA'I'SO and NACS·' 
brief as standing for the wholesale endorsement of CPA's position. 
ThUS" no further summary of their independent position is necessary 
here. 

3. Pacific's Position 
Pacific recommends that the Commission defer ruling on 

the issue whether there should be shared compensation tor non-sent
paid calling until after Phase III of the OIl. 

Pacific submits that what is. already known about the
payphone :market argues against further stimulation of the" private 

S There is no evidence regarding the time it would take GTE-C and 
Contel to implement a usage-sensitive compensation plan • 
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~paYPhone industry with compensation, or in its view, ratepayer 
subsidies. 

Pacific claims that no studies exist to suggest that the 
more payphones there are, the more telephone calls will be made. 
Instead, the cumulative number of available payphones has increased 
at about the same rate before, and after, the introduction of 
COPT service, and that rate approximates the overall growth in 
population and network usage. Pacific emphasizes that two-thirds 
of, new COPTs instruments simply replace preexistinq Pacific pay 
telephones. Pacific asserts that even though 35% o·f COPT' 
instruments are in *void* locations, there is no evidence showing 
an overall increase in network calling. 

pacific provided testimony to address the issue o,! the 
effeet of a compensation plan on revenues as required by 

D.87-08-052. Pacific Witness Nyberg examined the cost to Pacific 
of processing non-sent-paid operator-hanclled calls. She found the 
average operator surcharge revenue per non-sent-paid call was 35 

• cents •. The average operator handling and lllechanized calling card 
service (MCCS) cost per non-sent~paid call is 29 cents. Thus, the 
revenue-to-cost ratio for the operator surcharge for non-sent-paid
ealls is l.2. 

• 

Revenue from operator services provided to COPTs would be 
decreased if CPA's request tor 50% of the intraLAXA non-sent-paid 
surcharge was granted. The revenue-to-cost ratio would be lowered 
from 1.2' to .6, according to Pacific witness Nyberg. The total 
cost includes the operator work time and the investment-related 
cost to support the toll operator services network. Thus,. under 
CPA's proposal, it would become unprofitable to provide this 
operator service to COPTs and would require a subsidy from some 
other source. Based on COPTs current volume tor non-sent-paid 
ealling, Pacific would lose an approximate $2.5 million in annual 
revenue. Pacific claims that n~ costs could be avoided if 
compensation tor non-sent-paid calls (or surcharge revenue sharin~) 
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was required. Pacific claims it would have to provide all work 
functions 'identified in the operator surcharge cost study. 
(Exhibit 8.) FUrther, Pacific alleges that if surcharge revenue 
::..h.~ring were ordered, it would incur-additional costs required to 
initiate and administer that program. 

Pacific considers the sharing of the surcharge for non
sent-paid calls as lost contribution that must be made up 
elsewhere. This loss would have to be made up by other Pacific 
ratepayers, resulting in a subsidy by ratepayers to CO~ operators. 
Pacific witness Forbes also concluded that sharing of surcharge 
revenues would have a negative impact on Pacific's ratepayers. 
(Exhibit 16 •. ) 

Pacific believes that COPT operators should collect the 
lO-cent surcharge on non-sent-paid calls over and above Pacific or 
AT&T's rates, currently allowed under the pursuant to D.85-11-0$7. 
In tact, Pacific offered to assist in the billing and collection of 
this additional surcharge so long as its own costs tor that billing 
and an appropriate rate of return ~ere recovered. Pacific witness 
Forbes gave a very rough estimate that this billing and collection 
service on the 10-centsurcharge probably would cost the COPT 
operators no more than 5 cents. (Tr. 2982.) 

Pacific views the payment of surcharge revenues at the 
level requested to COPT operators as an inappropriate shifting-of 
costs to general ratepayers. Pacific further argues that the 
sharing of surcharge revenues would accelerate the entry of COPlr' 

operators into Pacitic's most lucrative pay telephones markets. 
Pacific is concerned that this would further erode the contribution 
from its own instruments that helps subsidize lower paying pay
phones. (Exhibit 16, testimony ot James Forbes.) 

PacifiC asserts that COPT' penetration in the market is 
currently growing at a rate of about 10,000 new installations per 
year. Pacitic acknowledges that 35% of those locations are at 
·void" or new locations. pacific expects that COPT operators 
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will use all or a portion of the additional revenue they would 
receive under a compensation plan to offer even greater commissions 
to station agents. Pacific then would either have to· raise its own 
commissions to keep pace, or if it does nothing, would watch many 
more station agents or property owners switch to COPT operators, 
despite the fact that, in Pacific's view, those locations are more 
profitable t~ Pacific and its ratepayers with a Pacific station in 
place. Pacific believes the move of m04e Pacific payphones to co~ 
operators will cause a reduction in the contribution of Pacifl.c's 
coin telephones to Pacific's revenue requirements and net income. 
It views this as less money to pay for the franchise o~ligations 
which Pacific has, but which COPT operators do not. In Pacific's 
opinion the cost of increased competition made possible ~y 
compensation for non-sent-paid calls will be borne ~y Pacific's 
ratepayers, rather than by the COP'!' operators who- benefit from. it .. 

Additionally, Pacitic asserts that CPA (representing COPT 

• 
operators) came before this Commission with *unclean hands. w 

The general principle quidinq actions in ~quity is that those 
seeking equity must come with clean hands. Pacific argues CPA 
should be denied any relief in this proceeding because of the 
*unclean hands* of COPT- operators throughout the state. The 
*unclean hands* are caused by the practices of COPT operators in 
conjunction with AOS providers in two areas: The misrouting of 
intra~A and oper~tor traffic, or Dypass of Pacific's network, and 
secondly, overcharging customers. Pacific states that all 
intra~A and certainly *zero* traffic is supposed to be routed 
through Pacific, but in some eases is routed'through the AOS 
providers. FUrther, the rates that COPT operators are supposed to 
charge a4e clearly set forth in this Commission's orders and 
tariffS, but in many eases have been deliberately ignored. 

Pacific points to the widespread bypass ot the network by 

COPT operators via AOS providers as qrounds for denying any 
sharing otnon-sent-paid calling surcharges. Pacific's data from 
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December ~9S7 through mid-May 1988 sbows an increase in intraLATA 
calling via AOS providers •. Pacific's most recent study; 'presented 
through its witness Ruiz, covered April lOth to May 15th, 1988. 
(Exhibit ~2.) '.t'hat study indicated that 5S% of the COPT intraLA'I'A 
calls billed by Pac1~ic tor AOS providers were overeharged. While 
this showed a decrease in overcharging taking place from some 
months before, it indicated a dramatic growth in the total numl:>er 
of intra~A calls carried by AOS providers. Pacific also found 
occurrences of bypass and overcharging by CPA's. witness Keane's own 
company, PayTel. The relevance of this data will be addressed in 
our discussion to follow. 

In its ease against compensation, Pacific also relies 
heavily on a comparison cbart prepared by its witness RUiz to' show 
gross margins potentially earned by eOPI' operators.. (Exhibi t 4.) 

Paci~icclaims that this exhibit demonstrates that the margins 
already available to COPT' operators range from 6% to as high as 
5-7%. Pacific uses Exhibit 4 to argue that any eoPI' operator not 
making a profit with these margin potentials is simply inefficient 
and deserves to be driven out of the market. 

Finally, Pacific recommends that if any form o,f interim 
compensation is granted to the COPT industry, it be structured on a 
dollars-per-set per-month basis. Onder this proposal, each COPT 
line would receive the same compensation regardless of calling 
volumes. Pacific prefers this to any usage-sensitive compensation 
plan (such as on a cents-per-call basis), cla~ing any usaqe
sensitive plan would take from 9 to 12 months to, develop. Since 
this proceeding is specifically focused on a decision for interim 
compensation pending the results of the OII, Pacific believe~ it 
would be imprudent to order a compensation plan that would take 9 
months to implement. 

As support ~o:r its. 9-month estilnate,. Pacific claims it 
would have to gather data not currently qathered by COPT' line. 
currently it does not ~ill non-sent-paid calls to the end user. It 
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does not relate those calls to, an individual line. P~ci!ic would 
have to develop a methodolO9Y for capturing that data, capture it 
and render payment on a recurring basis. 

In addition, such a proqr~ would have to be worked into
Pacific's existing CRIS accounting system, which is already 
backlogged with requested changes. Due to its. backlog and 
priorities on backloqged projects for the CRIS system, Pacific 
estimates that a usage-sensitive compensation pl~ would take 
between 9 months to one year to implement.. However, Pacitic 
witness Forbes acknowledged on cross-examination that the 
Commission could order changes in those priorities, thus speeding 
up the process. Finally, Mr. Forbes estimated that the cost to· 
develop such an interim compensation plan on a usage-sensitive 
basis would be approximately $250,000. 

3. GTE=C's 19sition 
G'rE-C is also opposed to- any compensation for eoPI' 

• 

operators from non-sent-paid calling. GTE objects to CPA's attempt 
to expand the issue for hearing'S to include revenue from the toll 
portion ot non-sent-paid calling. GTE believes the hearings were
confined to the issue ot whether compensation for the operator 
surcharge should ~. allowed. GTE-C views giving any money to the 
COPT operators from non-sent-paid calls as a sUbsidy passing from 
ratepayers to the cOPT industry. GTE-C believes that this is a 
funda:mental departure in our policy regarding the COPT ind.ustry. 
Like Pacific, GTE-C believes that the proper context for exploring 
any compensation issue is within the ongoing OII. 

GTE-C arques that any' payment to COPT' operators from the 
operator surcharqes must be offset by authorizing the utility to 
collect an equivalent amount from some other source.. (Exhibit 19, 

p. 4~) Merely shiftinq revenues :from the utility to private 
enterprise without allowing the utility to recover the expense 
would be impropeJ:' ratemak:Lng, in G'rE-C"s view .. 
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In a regulated setting, expenses of the utility are 
ultimately borne by the utility's ratepayers. GTE-C claims that 
the expense of providing compensation to COPI' operators must be 
spread among other rates,. meaning that other ratepayers are 
assessed the costs of the payment to COPT operators. GTE-C 
coneludes that the net result is that the general body of 
ratepayers would be directed to subsidize private enterprise, the 
con operators. 

GTE-C does not believe that CPA has. made a showing that , 
COPT service has generated additional traffie over the LEC~s 
network. Thus, GTE-C argues there is no evidence to· support the 
conclusion that the placing of additional COPT instruments results 
in the production of more revenue for the pbonecompanies. 

GTE-C disagrees with CPA's characterization that they 
provide a valuable serviee equivalent to' an access service to the 
LECs. GTE-C views this position as Hutter nonsenseH• (GTE-C'S 
opening brief, p. 14). GTE-C states that there is nothing about 
COPT operators that entitles them to different treatment than the 
LEe's other business customers. 

GTE-C alleges that paying COPT operators a portion of the 
non-sent-paid revenues would be contrary to PUblic TJtilities 
(PO') Code §§ 453 and 532.,6 G'l'E-C claims that those code sections 

6 PO Code § 453 reads as follows: 

(a) No public utility shall, as to ra~es, charges, service, 
facilities, or in any other respect, maxe or grant any preference 
or advantage to· any corporation or person or sUbjeet any 
corporation or person to any prejudice or disadvantage. 

(b) No public utility shall prejudice, disadvantage, or 
require different rates or deposit amounts from a person because of 
race, reliqious creed,.. color, national origin, ancestry, physical 
handicap·,. medical condition, occupation, sex, marital status or 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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(Footnote contin"led from previous page) 
change in marital status. A person who- has exhausted all 
administrative remedies with the commission may institute a suit 
for injunctive relief and reasonable attorney's ~ees in eases of an 
alleged violation of this subdivision. If successful in 
litigation, the prevailing party sh~ll ~e awarded attorney's fees. 

(c) No public utility shall establish or maintain any 
unreasonable difference as to rates, charges, service, facilities, 
or in any other respect, either as ~etween localities or as between 
classes of service. 

(d) No public utility shall include with any ~ill for 
services or commodities furnished any customer or subscriber any 
advertising or literature designed or intended (1) to promote the 
passage or defeat of a measure appearing on the ~allot at any 
election whether local, statewide, or national, (2) to promote or 
defeat any candidate for nomination or election to any public 
office, (3-) to promote or defeat the appOintment of any person to
any administrative or executive position in federal, state or local 
government, or (4) to promote or defeat any change in federal, 
state, or local legislation or regulations. 

(e) The commission may determine any question of fact 
arising under this section. 

PU Code § 532 states: 

Except as in this article otherwise provided, no public 
utility shall charge, or receive a different compensation for any 
product or com:m.odity furnished or to be furnished, or for any 
service rendered or to be rendered, than the rates, tolls, rentals, 
and charges applicable thereto as specified in its schedules on 
tile and in effect at the time, nor shall any pUbl.:i:c utility 
engaged in furniShing or rendering more than one product, 
commodity, or service, cbarge, demand, collect,. or receive a 
different compensation for the collective, combined,. or 
contemporaneous furnishing or rendition of two or more of such 
products, com:m.odities, or services, than the aq~eqate of the 
rates, tolls, rentals, or charges specified in 1ts schedules on 
file and in effect.at the time, applicable to each such product, 
commodity, or service when separately furnished or rendered, nor 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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prohibit a public utility from giving any preference or any 
advantage to any person or corporation, to charge any rate 
different from its tariffed. rates, or to refund directly or 
indirectly ~y portion of the rates charged. GTE-C says that CPA 
is essentially asking for a wholesale rate to be charged to them so 
that they may in turn charge the retail tariff rate to· the end 
user~ GTE-C says that this boils down to- a demand for a discount, 
refund, or rebate on the rates charged to all other business 
customers .. 

GTE-C states that any large business customer of the 
telephone company could make the same claim for compensation as 
does CPA. 'I'he argument would be that any large business entity 
which provides its own instruments for its employees should get a 
rebate on the calls that its employees make which would not 
otherwise be generated ana sent over the LEe's network. 

Additionally, GTE-C argues that no urgency has been shown 
by CPA for the requested relief. They argue that the evidence 
presented by CPA does not demonstrate that COPT operators cannot 
make a reasonable profit under the present business structure. 

GTE-C presented no evidence regarding their revenue-to
cost ratios for operator services on non-sent-paid calls.. GTE-C 
did express concern that revenue collected from message toll
related services which is subject to. settlement agreements among 
all local exchange carriers in california, would be affected if 
some percentage of that toll revenue is first paid to COPT 
operators. 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
shall any such public utility refund or remit, directly or 
indirectly, in any manner or by any device, any portion of the 
rates, tolls, rentals, and charges so' specified, nor extend to any 
corporation or person any form of contract or agreement or any rule 
or regulation or any facility or privilege except such as are 
regularl~ and uniformly extended to all corporations and persons .. 
The comm~ssion may by rule or order establish such exceptions from 
the operation of this prohibition as it may consider just and 
reasonable as to each public utility .. 
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While G~E-C is firmly OPP9Sed to any compensation for 
COPT operators for non-sent-paid calling~ it does suggest that the 
simplest method for grantinq compensation would be a reduction in 
the monthly rate COPT operators pay the utility for the COPT or the 
business line. The advantage o·f this approach. would be fast 
i:mplementation. ~his proposal would treat each COPI' line the same 
regardless of its calling volumes. 

Finally, G~E-C urges us not to adopt any compensation 
trom the utility as a method to support the COPI' operator. A far 
better method in GTE's view would ~e to raise the rate that COPT 
operators could charge end users. In GTE-C's view an increase in 
rates would not entail any form of subsidy from the ratepayer, nor 
would it require the utility to give an advantage to one customer 
or class ot service not generally afforded to other customers. 
GTE-C suggests that COPT operators should be encouraged to· simply 
use sources of revenue the commission has already placed at their 
disposal, meaning the lO-cent surcharge for non-sent-paid calls 

• that CPA clailns is currently uncollectable. 

• 

4. ~tel's Ppsitign 
Contel agrees with Pacific and G~E-C that any 

compensation to COPT operators for non-sent-paid calling is 
inappropriate. Contel believes that CPA has not demonstrated that 
the currently allowable lO-cent surcharge is in fact inadequate or 
uncolleetable. Contel argues that CPA witness Keane was unable to 
show any study as to the alleged uncollectability of the lO-cent 
surcharge. Similarly~ CPA had no data which would esta~lish that 
damage to payphones was in fact any way connected to the lO-cent 
surcharge~ according to contel. FUrther, Contel argues that CPA's 
testimony regarding the uncollectability of that lO-cent surcharge 
is :based on a very small portion of CPA's members. Contel argues 
that the experience of such a small sector of the COPT industry 
cannot provide a valid basis to claim. that the surcharge is, in 
fact ~ uncollectable • 
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Contel further argues that CPA has presented no evidence 
to show that the installation of COPT payphones has increased the 
volume of traffic on Pacific's'network. Even if one were to' assume 
that the volume has increased, CPA's al:'C]Wllent would only apply to 
increased traffic generated by CPA phones located where no phone 
existed previously. By CPA's own calculations, only 35% of their 
phones have been placed in new locations. Therefore, even if CPA's 
position regarding the increase in the volume of traffic is 
correct, only 35% of the COPT payphoncs could account for the 
increased volume. CPA's proposal to receive 50% of the operator 
surcharge does not take these statistics into account,. according to 
Contel. 

Finally, Contel argues that the revenues derived from 
interLAXA calls are a source of revenue used to meet the revenue 
req\lirements of the intraLATA toll settlement pool. Therefore,. if 
CPA's request were t~ be qranted and its members qiven a percentage 
of the intraLATA revenues, the revenue requirements of the toll 
pool would have to ~ made up elsewhere. Contel argues that can 
only De done through an increase in someone's rates. In Contel's 
view, it is patently unfair to require the general· rate.payer to 
subsidize COPT operators. 

Contel, whose COM tariff is fairly recent,. presented. no 
cost data of its own regarding the revenue-to-cost ratio for 
operator surcharges for non-sent-paid cal15_ 
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s. 'tQRN's Position 
TURN,opposes any interim compensation tor COPT operators 

from the non-sent-paid revenues received by Pacific. TURN believes 
that the COPT industry as represented by CPA is requesting an 
extraordinary increase in its payphone revenues at the expense ot 
Pacific" and ultimately the ratepayer~ TORN believes that we were 
ill-advised to go forward with this proceeding despite the numerous 
~damental questi.ons on the entire payphone industry currently 
under review in the OlI. 

TORN emphasizes that some 65% of COPT phones have 
replaced former Pacific telephones. ~~er, as to, the 35% figure 

,that CPA uses tor new locations, CPA's witness was unable to define 
exactly what a new location was. Thus" a "void" location could be 

j:ust a few feet away from an existing Pacific payphone. In TURN's. 
view, without more empirical data, that "35% new locations" 
statistic is meaningless. TURN points, out that CPA's witness could 
not ofter any fundamental evidence as the overall minutes of use 
for all payphones since the beginning of COPT' service. 

Similarly, TORN claims that this same lack of evidence 
p'laques CPA's claim that COPT competition has nurtured 
technological advancement in the industry. TORN finds no evidence 
that payphone technology is advancinq any faster than it aid prior 
to the birth of the COPT industry. As yet, the most advanced 
payphones are considerably more expensive than the standard models 
and are confined to high-revenue locations sueh as large hotels and 
airports. As such, these phones are of little benet it to most 
consumers. (TORN Opening Brief, p. s..) 

TORN further questions. CPA's dubious assertion that it 
hopes to make greater inroads in low income areas i~ additional 
revenue from COPT instruments is forthcoming. TURN believes it 
more likely that an increase in revenue will fuel competition with 
Pacific through commissions for the high-revenue locations. 
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TURN contends that the underlying flaw tor CPA's case is 
the paucity of evidence it presented before this commission. TORN 
states that CPA witness Keane relied in great part on his own 
experience for his own company rather than any industrywide 
statistics. 

Finally, TORN believes that if any additional revenue is 
qranted to the COPT industry, the added surcharges to consumers 
should be removed. TORN had vehemently opposed any variations in 
payphone rates between LECs and COPT pay stations. Nevertheless, 
we granted COPT operators the right to charge an extra nickel on 
local calls and an extra dime on toll calls in 0.85-11-057. TURN 

believes that these charges impose an unfair burden on the conSUIUer 
who rarely has a choice among payphones in a particular area. TORN 
requests that if the commission is intent on granting COPT 
operators a greater share of Pacific's revenues then it should at 
least remove the additional charges presently allowed. 

6. DBA's Position 
Like TORN, ORA provided no witnesses during the hearings, 

but developed its recommendation based on the record. ORA believes 
that COPT operators provide the general public with additional 
access to the telecommunieations network and thus they should 
receive an incentive in the form of compensation for offering 
access to Pacitic~s intraLAXA non-sent-paid calling options. ORA 
points out that 0.85-11-057 does not require COPT operators to give 
callers access to Pacific's operator services in order to use 
intra~A non-sent-paid calling payment options available through 
Pacific. Although COPT operators do provide such access, their 
cooperation is voluntary. 

ORA points out that COPT operators have the option to, 
block intraLAXA non-sent-paid calling from their instruments. If 
they did so, these COPT operators wOUld unreasonably restrict 
customers' access to the network. Payment by coin is an option 
available only t~those customers who have coins in hand. Ir end 
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users do not have coins, they have to. rely on other payment optiens 
through operator services in order to complete calls. The 
Commission, in ORA's view, should acknowledge that COPT operators 
provide a valuable service by offering the general public access to 
Pacific's non-sent-paid payment options for intraLAXA calls. ORA 
agrees with CPA's characterization that COPT operators incur an 
opportunity cest if they allow access to non-sent-paid intraLATA 
calling. As ORA states, if a, customer makes a non-sent-paid 
intraLAXA call from a COPT station, COPTs cannot derive revenue for 
sent-paid calls for the duration of that call. CUrrently, the 
Cemmission permits COPT operators to charge 10 cents in coin for 
that opportunity cost. Practically, that charge is difficult to 
collect. ORA agrees with CPA that customers expect to. ):)e able to. 
make nen-sent-paid calls without use of a coin. 

ORA po.ints out that it COPT eperators blocked customer 
access to. Pacific's intraLAXA ncn-sent-paid calling services, 
Pacific would receive no revenue trom those calls. Thus, some 
Sharing ef that revenue is reascnable. 

ORA believes that the prefitability ef Pacific's 
individual payphones is irrelevant to. this proceeding. ORA claims 
that the Commission acknowledged in 0.85-11-057 that there is a 
subsidy flow from Pacific's prefitable staticns to. cther pay 
staticns which de nct, break even, but de serve a public need. ORA 
believes the preper forum to. address the issue of public paypho.nes 
is in Phase II ef the OIl. There, any problems created by the 
grant of compensatio.n to. COPT operators can ):)e reso.lved. 

ORA urges that inter~ compensatio.n for operato.r 
surcharge revenues be l~ited to. 6. cents per call. DRA believes 
that CPA's request for 50% cf the cperator surcharge revenues as 
cempensation for non-sent-paid intraLATA calls is teo. high. 
Pacific testified that its average operator revenue per call was 3S 
cents-" and that its average o.perator cost per call was 29 cents .. 
(Fiqures are rounded to the nearest penny.) 
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The difference is the operator surcharge margin or 6 cents per 
call. ORA argues that CPA offered no rebuttal testimony to, 
contradict Pacific's figures. Therefore, in ORA's view, interim 
compensation must be limited to the difference ~etween the average 
operator-revenue-billed per-call, and the average operator-handled 
cost-per-eal1, equalling a maximum of 6 cents per-non-sent-paid 
intraLAXA call. ORA notes that if Pacific paid sot of the operator 
surcharge as CPA requests, its payments would be 17.5 cents, or 
ll.~ cents below its cost of 29 cents per call. ~his 11.5 cents 
would have to come from other regulated services., ORA believes 
that compensation at this level would not be in the interest of the 
ratepayers. 

ORA disagrees with Pacific's suggestion that if 
compensation be granted it be done on a dollars-per-set-per-month 
basis. ORA believes that Pacific did not provide sufficient 
evidence to support its contention that it would take 9 to, l2 
months to develop. 1Xn.y usage-sensitive compensation plan- Further, 
ORA believes that a dollars-per-set interim compensation plan would 
not be equitable, since payphone sets. which generate a hig-A volwne 
ot non-sent-paid calling would receive the Salne amount of 
compensation as those sets that may generate little or no non-sent
paid calling. 

ORA is also concerned about Pacific's offer to bill and 
collect the currently allowed 10-cent surcharge on non-sent-paid 
calls authorized by 0.85-11-057. ORA points out that there has 
been no cost study to detel:'Inine if Pacific billing and. collecting 
charges would exceed the 10-cent surcharge.. without this cost 
study', ORA believes a more appropriate place to- consider this 
proposal is in the context of the ongo-inq OIl workshops .. . , 

ORA believes that CPA's amended request for either a 50% 
share of the operator surcharge or 25% of total revenues for non
,sent-paid calls is beyond the scope of this proceedinq. ORA 
believes this·proceedinq, is properly limitea to the question 
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~ whether COPT operators are entitled to a share of operator 
surcharge only. In addition, ORA. argues that we should not grant 
CPA a share of toll revenues tor policy reasons because toll rates 
are currently subject to downward pressure. In 0.88-07-022, the 
recent Pacific rate design decision, the Commission adjusted toll 
or MtS rates downward closer to costs in order to discourage 
bypass. MXS revenues traditionally have kept basic rates from 
rising significantly. 1'0 grant eoPI' operators a share of MrS 
billed revenues at a time when those revenues are declining could 
pressure an increase in basic rates which would threaten universal 
service. DRA. opposes taking this risk ,and argues that CPA has made 
no compelling argument for including toll revenues in its 
com~tion plan. 

.' 

B- Discussion 
Reviewing all the evidence and the' parties' argwnents, we 

believe that some level ot compensation for COPT operators for non
sent-paid calling is appropriate at this timew As CPA 
acknowledged, this is a judgment call tor us to make based on 
equitable argu:m.ents. 

We find Pacific's argument of wunclean handsw on the part 
of the COPT operators an unconvincing reason to grant no 
compensation at all. Pacific's data regarding overcharging and 
intraLATA bypass by AOS providers servicing COPT instruments is 
outdated given recent Commission actions in this area since mid-May 
1988.. Our actions inclucie the granting of a certificate ot public 
convenience and necessity (CPC&N) to National Telepbone Services 
(one of the key AOS providers in Pacific's testimony) whicb forbids 
any intraLAXA calling by that company as a condition ot its 
CPC&N. 7 However, the past practices of the COPT industry and AO$ 

7 see 0.8$.-06-025. 
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providers are legitimate factors in determining the level ot 
compensation· that we will authorize at this time. Further, we wish 
t~ send a signal to the COPT industry and the LECs to, continue to· 
cooperate in the ongoing OII workshops in an etfort to resolve the 

many issues regarding payphone service pending before us today. 
As we stated. in 0.87-08-0S2, which set this issue for 

rehearing, We are concerned with. the impact of any compensation 
plan or revenue sharing on Pacific's revenues. We believe ORA's 
proposed 6 cent-per-call compensation plan takes this concern into 
account. This (5 cent-per-call aInount will not bring Pacific's 
revenue-to-cost ratio for operator surcharges below l. This 
compensation shall apply to completed calls. We note that Pacific 
incurs c,osts :but no. revenues for attempted. calls. While we have 
concerns regarding 'the accuracy o~ s.ome of Pacific's stat.istical 
analysis, we believe that this revenue-to-cost ratio of 1.2 for 
operator surcharges held up well during cross-examination. 

Further, several parties have po~nted out that this 
rehearing was limited to. an exploration of Whether it was 
appropriate to· share the operator surcharge portion of revenues tor 
non-sent-paid calls. We :believe it is inappropriate tor CPA to 
attempt to expand. the issues to- request a blanket 25-% share of all 
revenues (including toll) from non-sent-paid calls. We ordered 
rehearing "to receive evid.ence only on whether COPT operators 
should be entitled to a share of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to non-sent-paid calls, in those instances where a COP'I' 
instrument is employed by an end-user." (0.87-08-052, Ordering 
Paragraph 3, m.imeo. p. 24.) Thus, sharing of operator surcharge 
revenue is the only issue presently before us. 

We reject GTE-C's arguments that payment to, COPT 
oper,a.tors of a portion of the non-sent-paid. operato:r: surcharges is 
contrary to W'Code §§ 453 and 5.32.. The principle ha.s long. and. 
firmly been established· that it is only unjust or unreasonable 
d.iscrimination which rend.ers a rate or charge unlawful. The 
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However, it is doUbtful that either this commission or the public 
itself would tind that COPI' phones which block caller access to 
intra LATA non-sent paid calling would serve the pUblic interest .. 

We note that no party disputes that the compensation we . . 
order today is on an interim basis only and is nonprecedential to· 
the resolution of compensation issues in the ongoing OII. At issue 
is whether COPT operators may collect revenues tor each non-sent 
paid call in addition to the $.lO surcharge tor intraLA~A calls 
authorized in the original COPT tariff. CPA has testified as to 
the difficulty faced ~y operators in collecting that surcharge. In 
the face of the tailure of COPT operators to collect revenues as we 
had envisioned, we believe that inter~ relief in the form of this 
limited. sharing of LEC operator surcharge should be granted. Other 
forms of compensation may ultimately be approved as a result o! 
this OII. Thus, this compensation plan adopted today will last 
only until a tinal order issued by this Commission in the onqo·ing 
OIl directs otherwise. 

In adopting ORA's suggested 6 cent~per-call usage
sensitive compensation plan we have necessarily rejected Pacific's 
suqgested dollar per-set-per-month plan. We find Pacitic's 
arguments that it would take 9 to l2 months to institute a usage
sensitive plan unpersuasive. We therefore order Pacific and the 
other LECs, G~E-C, and Contel, to make the necessary changes in 
their accounting systems so that they may begin compensating COPT 
operators within 90 days of this order. We realize thi~ i$ a mucn 
shorter timeframe than that proposed by Pacific. But we are 
willing to assist Pacific in prioritiZing its WbacklogW for its 
cru:& accounting system through our directives in this decision. 
Any further delay would make interim reliet meaningless given the. 
current schedule for the completion of· the OII. 

- 3l -
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providers are legitimate factors in determining the level or 
compensation' that we will authorize at this time. Further, we wish 
to send a signal to the COPT industry and the LECs to continue to 
cooperate in the ongoing OII workshops in an effort to resolve the 
many issues regarding payphone service pending before us tOday. 

As we stated in D .. 87-08-0S2, which set this. issue for 
rehearing, we are concerned with the impact of any compensation 
plan or revenue sharing on Pacific~s revenues.. We believe ORA~s 
proposed 6 cent-per-call compensation plan ta~es this concern into, 
account. This 6 cent-per-call amount will not bring Pacific~s 
revenue-to-cost ratio tor operator surcharges below 1. This 
compensation shall apply to completed calls. We note that Pacific 
incurs costs but no reVenues for attempted calls. While we have 
concerns regarding the accuracy of some of Pacific's. statis'tical 
analysis, we believe that this revenue-to-cost ratio of 1.2 for 
operator surcharges held up- well during cross-examination. 

FUrther, several parties. have poj.nted out that this 
rehearing was limited to an exploration of Whether it was 
appropriate to share the operator surcharge portion of revenues for 
non-sent-paid calls. We k>elieve it is inappropriate for CPA to 
attempt to expand the issues to request a blanket 25-% share o,f all 
revenues (including toll) from non-sent-paid calls. We ordered 
rebearing Wto receive evidence only on whether COPT operators 
should be entitled toa share of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to non-sent-paid calls, in those instances where a COPT 
instrument is employed by an end-user. H (0.8.7-08-052, ordering 
Paragraph 3, milUeo. p. 24 .. ) Thus, sharinq of operator surcharge 
revenue is the only issue presently before us. 

We reject GTE-C's argu:ments that payment to eOPI' 

operators of a portion of the non-sent-paid operator surcharges is 
contrary to PtT Code §§ 453 and 532. The principle has long and 
firmly been established that it is only unjust or unreasonable 
discriminationwhl.c::h renders a rate or charge unlawful. 'l'he 

I, . 
. ' 
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~estion whether unreasonable rate discrimination has occurred 
4epends upon all the surrounding circumstances and conditions. In 
the present case~ the compensationtc be paid will be provided in 
the tariffs of the particular exch~nge carrier, and so, even if the 
compensation were to be considerea a reduction in otherwise 
applicable rates, it would be an element of the tariff rates 
applicable to the COPT service subscriber. Thus, no discrimination 
would occur. The so-called wdiscriminationw effected by such a 
tariff change would not be wundue" but rather would be specifically 
calculated and intended to rectify, on an interim basis, the 
inequity and unfairness inherent in the present structure of the 
pa:yphone services marketplace. Therefore', such a compensation 
,arrangement would not constitute an unlawful preference or 
advantage to ~e COPT operator in comparison to any other customer 
or class of customers of the LEe. If we decide that equity 
requires the payment of compensation to COPT' operators for their 
role in, delivering non-sent-paid ~traLATA traffic to the LEe 
network, then the payment of such compensation by the LECs, in 
accordance with tariff changes implemented in compliance with our 
order, will not constitute a violation of ptj Code §§ 453 and. 532. 

We disaqree with the characterization that CPA seeks a 
subsidy or a kickback for COPT operators. The relief given today 
is more appropriately viewed as interim compensation for an access 
function that COPT operators provide and is of value to the LEes. 
The COPT operator places his equipment in a public location at his 
own ·expense and maintains and. repairs that equipment as a serviee 
to th~ public. A su))stantial portion of the use made of that 
equipment is for non-sent-paid intraLATA calling. While there is 
conflicting evideneeon exactly what proportion of total call ins 
is· non-sent-paid.calling, no party has arsued that it is an 
unimportant share. We agree with the characterization of the use 
of the COPT station tor the placement of such calls as constituting 
an opportunity cost to the COPT operator in strict economic terms • 

>, 
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However, it is doubtful that either this commission or the public 
itself would find that COPT phones which block caller access to· 
intraLATA non-sent paid calling would serve the public interest. 

We note that no party disputes that the compensation we . . 
order tod.ay is on an interim basis only and is nonprecedential to 
the resolution of compensation issues in the ongoing OIl. At issue 
is whether COPT operators may collect revenues for each non-sent 
paid. call in addition to. the $.lO surcharge for intraLATA calls 
authorized in the original COPI' tariff. CPA has testified as to· 
the difficulty faced by operators in collecting- that surcharge. In 
the face of the failure of COP'! operators to co,llect revenues as we 
had envisioned, we believe that interim relief in the torm. of this 
limited., sharing of LEC operator surcharge should be granted. Other 
torms Q.f compensation may ultimately be approved as a result o~ 
this OIl. Thus, this compensation plan adopted today will, last 
only until a final order issued by this Commission in the ongoing 
OIl directs otherwise • 

In adopting ORA's suggested 6 cents-per-call usaqe
sensitive compensation plan we have necessarily rejected Pacific'S 
suggested d.ollar per-set-per-month plan. We find Pacific's 
arguments that it would. take 9 to 12 ~onths to institute a usaqe
sensitive plan unpersuasive. We therefore order Pacific and the 
other LECs, GTE-C, and Contel, to. make the necessary changes in 
their accounting systems so that they may begin compensating COPT 
operators within 90 days of this order. We realize this is a mu~~ 
shorter timetrame than that proposed by Pacific.. But we are 
willing to. assist Pacific in prioritizing its wbacklogW for its 
CRIS accounting system through our directives in this d.ecision. 
Any further delay would make interim relief meaningless given the 
current sched.ule for the completion of the OIl. 
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Ijndings of !Pet 
1. COPT operators provide access to the LEC's network for 

non-sent-pai~ ealling through their instruments. 
2. currently, COPT operators. receive no share of the revenue 

for that non-sent-paid calling because it is impractical to collect 
the currently authorized 10-cent surcharge. 

3-. - COPT operators incur "opportunity costs" when their 
instruments are used to place non-sent-paid calls because sent-paid 
calls cannot be made by end users with coins in hand. 

4. COPT operators could block access to the- LEC's intraLATA 
non-sent-paid calling options it they chose to do so. 

5. Pacific'srevenue-to-cost ratio for its operator 
surcharges received for non-sent-paid calls is l.2. 

6. DRA's recommended compensation at a level of 6 cents-per
call for non-sent-paid calls is supported by the record. 

7. DRA's recommended compensation of & cents-per-call would 
not ):)rinq Pacific's revenue-to-cost ratio- for operator sureharges 
below 1. 

8. CPA requests compensation at a level of sot of the 
operator surcharge or 25% of total revenues for non-sent-paid 
calls. 

9. Pacific presented data regarding COPT operators 
overcharging andintra~A bypass via AOS providers. 

10. The most recent data on overcharging and bypass was 
through May 15, 1988. 

1:1.. This data does not take into aecount reeent Commission 
action regarding the AOS industry. 

12. We disagree with G'l'E-C that payment to COPT operators of 
a portion of the non-sent-paid revenues would violate PO Code 
§§ 453 and 532 because n~ discrimination between customers will 
occur. 

- 32 -
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l3. We disagree with Pacific, GorE-C, Contel,. and 'l"O'RN that 
any grant of compensation is a torm of s~sidy from the ratepayers 
to the COpt industry. 

l4. All parties agree that the relict sought here is interim 
in nature. 

l~. Pacific claims that a usage-sensitive plan would take ' 
9 to 12 months to- i%Dplelnent. 

16. While opposing any compensation, Pacific recommends that 
compensation on a dollars-per-set basis is faster to implelnent. 

17. Pacific acknowledges that this Commission could set 
priorities that would speed up, the implementation timeframe. 

18.. Neither GTE-C nor Contel submitted cost ciata in this 
proceeding. 
COnelusigns_of ~v 

1. . COPT operators should receive some level of compensation 
tor non-sent-paid calls made over their instruments. 

%. The level of compensation is a matter of judqment for 
this commission to decide. 

3. Pacific has not made a showing of wunclean hands~ on the 
part of COPT operators which. would justify the granting ot no, 
compensation. 

4. This proceeding is properly limited to compensation ot 
operator surcharge revenues for non-sent-paid calls. 

5-. CPA-'s request for 25% of total revenues of non-sent-paid 
calls would improperly expand the scope of this proceeding. 

6. The fact that the $.lO surcharge on intraLATA calls 
cannot be effectively collected at this time in the case of non
sent paid intraLAXA calls is a reason for adopting interim 
compensation in the form of a portion of the LEC operator surcharge 
on non-sent paid calls. 

7. We should select a level ot compensation that does not 
bring' Pacific revenue-to--cost ratio tor operator surcharges 
below l. 
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S. ORA's proposal ot compensation at a level o,'! 6 cents-per
call would keep Pacific's revenue-to-cost ratio for operator 
surcharges at 1 and therefore should be adopted. 

9. It so ordered by this commission, Pacific should be able 
to implement a usage-sensitive compensation plan in substantially 
less than 9 months. 

10. Our ordering of compensation for non-sent-paid calling 
will not violate PU Cod.e §§ 453 and 5,3-2 .. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Pacific Bell (Pacific), General Telephone Company of 

California (GTE-C), and Contel o! California (Contel) shall 
implement a compensation plan for non-sent-paid calls for COPT 
operators at a level of 5 cents-per-non-sent-paid completed call. 

2. Within 45 days ot the effective date ot this order, 
Pacific, GTE-C, and Contel shall each file separate advice letters, 
with service to all parties of record, containing revisions of all 
relevant tariffs covering COPT service to implement' a compensation 
plan for COP'!' operators at. a level of 6 cents-per-non-sent paid 
call. These tariff revisions will become effective 4$ days after 
filing-

, 

.... { 
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3. The compensation plan ordered in this decision is on an 
interim and nonprecedential basis only, pending further direction 
on this issue after resolution in I.88-04-029. 

'I'his order is effective today. 
Datea November" 23, 1988, "at 'san Francisoo, California. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIS'!' OF APPEABANCE:i 

Respondents: Marl in Q.. Arsl" Attorney at Law, John W. Bogy and 
Timothy S. Dawson,- for Pacific Bell~ Pete:t, K. Plaut, Attorney at 
Law, for GTE California~ and Orrick, Herrinqton « Sutcliffe" by 
catherine Q/'Conn§.ll and Robert Gloistein, Attorneys at Law, tor 
ConTel of california, Inc. 

Interested Parties: HArk Barm2re, Attorney at Law, tor Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TURN)~ Pelavin, Norberq & Beck, by 
Alvin H. Pelavin, Jeffrey F. Beck, and Lizbeth M. Morris, 
Attorneys at Law, for Calaveras Telephone Company, california
Oregon Telephone Company, Citizens Utilities Company of 
california, CP National, Ducor Telphone Company, Foresthill 
Telephone Company, Happy Valley Telephone Company, Hornitos 
Telephone Company, Kerman Telephone Company, Pinnacles Telephone 
Company, The Ponderosa Telephone Company, Sierra Telephone 
Company, The Siskiyou Telephone company, Tuolumne Telephone 
Company, and The volean~ Telephone company: Jackson, Tufts, Cole 
& Black, by William M. Boo:t:b,and Joseph S. Faber, Attorneys at 
Law, for National Telephone Services.: ~ter A. CasciatQ, P.C., 
Attorney at Law, for central Corp.: RAndy peutsch, Attorney at 
LaW, and Charmagne T. Freeman, for AT&T Communications; >ZAAn H. 
Engel, Attorney at LaW,. for Citizens utilities Company of 
california, A. J. Smithson, tor Citizens Utilities company of 
california: Gauthier & Hallett,. by HAtY Lynn Gmhier, for 
herself: Cooper, White & Cooper,. by HArk P. schreiber, Attorney 
at LaW,. and A. A. Jobnson, for Roseville Telephone Company: 
Graham & James, "t:Jy Martin A, Mattes, Attorney at Law, and 
Michael P. Hurst, and Thomas K~~n~, for California Payphone 
Association: Thomas J. M~Bride-l ,zr., Attorney at Law, and David 
A. Simpson, for International Telecharqe, Inc., and AOS 
Continental of california, Inc.; Ken HcEldQwpev:, for Consmuer 
Action: Cooper, White & Cooper, by MArk p-. Schreiber, Attorney 
at Law, for Roseville Telephone Company: Leonard L. Snaider, 
Attorney at LaW,. tor Louise Renne, City Attorney, City and 
County of san Francisc<>: SOutblnayc:l, Powell & 'raylor, by Alan T. 
Ihiemann, Attorney at Law, for National Association of Truck 
stop operators, National Association of Convenience Stores, and 
Airport Operators council International: and Ronald F. EVAnS,. 
for Com Systems, Inc. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: JAnice Grau, Attorney at Law, 
and Chris QDgson. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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We limit compensation to a share o~ operator surcharge revenue, 
since that alone was the issue set for rehearing by Decision 
(D.) 87-08-05-2'.. Today's decision adopts the Division of 
Ratepayer's Advocates (DRA.'s) recommended level for comp~sation of 
6 cents per-non-sent-paid call. We order the Local Excbanqe 

/ 
carriers (LEes), Pacific Bell (pacific), General Tel~hone Company 
of california (GTE-C), and contel of california (Colltel), to 
institute this compensation program within 75 days/of this order. 

Finally, we clarify that our current ~ on intraLATA 
competition extends to operator and billing f~tions as well as 
transmission or routing of the calls. We invl te parties to, 
participate in I.S7-l1-03~, our inve$tiqat~n into New Regulatory 
Frameworks, if they wish to advocate Cb,7S regarcling that 
intraLA1'A ban on colnpetit10n. I 

xx. Back<t£Ound 

By D. S5-l.l-057, as lnodifi~ by 0.106-01-059, WI> au.thoriz"d 
Pacific to offer a new service aliowinq non-utility-owned pay 
telephones to be connected to padific's network. This new service 
was designated as COPT $erviC~. 

CPA filed a petition for modification of 0.87-11-057 in 
March 1987, seeking, in part, compensation for non-sent-paid 
intraLATA toll calls. Such calls consist of credit card, third
party, and person-to-personjcallS. By 0.8-7-08-05,2, we ordered the 
proceeding reopened 'to.receive evi4ence only on whether COPT 
operators should be entitied to- a share of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to non-sent-pJid. calls, in those instances where a COPT 
1nstrwnent is employed b~ an end-user.w (Orderinq Paragraph 3, 
mimeo. p.24.) 

/ 
I - 2' -
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We limit compensation to a share of operator surchar~e revenue, 
since that alone was the issue set for rehearing by Decision 
(0.) 87-08-052. Today's decision adopts the Division of 
Ratepayer's Advocates (DRA's) recommended. level for compensation of 
6 cents per-non-sent-paid call. We order the Local Exchange 
Carriers (LEes), Pacific Bell (PacifiC), General Telephone Company 
of california· (GTE-C), and Contel of california (Contel), to-
institute this compensation progr~~~in 75 days of this order. '-" 

XX. Background 

I 
By 0.85-11-057, as m0d4.fied by 0.86-01-059, we authorized· 

Pacific to otfer a new service follOWing non-utility-owned pay 
telephones to be connected to Pacific's network. This new service 
was designated as COPT servic~ • 

CPA filed a petitidn for modificatio~ of 0.87-11-057 in 
March 1987, seeking, in ~ compensation for non-sent-paid 
intraLATA toll calls. s~~~lcallS consist of credit card,. third
party, and person-to-person' calls. By 0.87-08-052, we ordered the 
proceed.ing reopened Wto rebeive evidence only on whether COPT-, 
operators should be entitied to a share of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to non-sent-pJ,d calls, in those instances where a COPT 
instrument is employed. bf an end-user. w (Orderinq Paraqraph 3, 

1D.imeo-. p. 24.) / 

f 
I 
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tTl timately, the parties were unable to close on their 
settlement, so hearinqs went forward on the non-sent-paid calling / . 

./ 

issue as scheduled on July 11, 1988 and concluded July 14,. 1988. /"" 
Wenote that CPA emphasizes in its brief that some 18 months have~ 
passed since its original petition for modification was filed.~t 
is obvious from the above recitation that much of the delay was 
requested by CPA to further its unfortunately unsucce::tSfu efforts 
to settle this matter. 

The toll owing parties presented testimony a the 
hearings: CPA by Thomas R. Keane,. a member of CPA/board of 
directors and c::hiet executive officer of Pay"tel ?Aone Systems; 
Paeific by its employees Judith A. Nyberg, Ray.mond T. Ruiz, James 
Forl:>es, and rebuttal testimony by Dr: WilliamlE. Taylor, a 
consulting economist;. GTE-C by Roger Smith;;!and Contel by Paul T. 
Montsinqer. Thirty exhibits were receive~in evidence. 

All of the above parties submii'ted opening and reply 
briefs. In addition, 'l'owards Utility iate Normalization ('I"O:RN),. 

National Association of TrUck Stop o~~ators, and the National 
Association of convenience Stores. (NA'rSO and. NACS),. and. ORA. filed 
opening briefs. The matter was foritally submitted on August 29',. 
1988.' / 

We now proceed to d.isetfss the merits of the non-sent-paid 
calling compensation issue befo!e us. 

- s. -
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Ultimately, the parties were unable to close on their 
settlement, so hearin9s went forward on the non-sent-paid. calling 
issue as scheduled on July 11, 1988: and concluded July 14, 1988-. 
We note that CPA emphasizes in its brief that some 18 months have 
passed since its original petition for modification was filed. It 
is obvious from the above recitation that much of the delay was 
requested by CPA to further its unfortunately unsuccessful efforts 
to settle this matter. / 

The followin9 parties presented testimony at the 
hearings: CPA by Thomas R. Keane, a member ~ CPA's board of 
directors and chief executive officer of p~rTel Phone systems: 
pacific by its employees Judith A. Nyberq,lRaymond T. Ruiz~ James 
Forbes, and rebuttal testilllony by Or. Wi:tliam E. Taylor, a 
consultin9 economist; GTE-C by R0ger Smith: and Contel by Paul 1'. 

I 

Montsinger. Thirty exhibits were received in evidence. 
f 

All of the above parties submitted openin9 and reply 
briefs. In addition, TowardsUtili~: Rate Normalization (TURN), 
National Association of Truck stop/operators, and the National 
Association of Convenience stores/(NATSO and NACS), and ORA filed 
opening briefs. The matter was formally sUbmitted on AUgust 29, 

1988. / 
Cgmments 

Comments on the ALJ(S proposed decision were filed ~y 
Pacific, CPA,. GTE-C, Contel, fRA, Intellicall, Inc., and 'l't7RN .. 

These comments have been reVtiewed ana carefully considered by the 
Commission. Any changes re4uired by the comments have been 
incorporated in this interim cecision. 

. r. , We now proceed to d~scussthe merits of the non-sent-paid 
calling compensation issuk before us. 

- 5- -
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and maintaining' the instrument. CPA ):)elieves it is appropriate 
equate the COPT operator with Pacific station aqents in that bo 
provide access to. the LEe network for the pUl:>lic. 

Pacific and the other utilities try to. equate COPI" 
operator service with. that ot any other ):)usiness customer. CPA 
disputes the utility's ana.loqy.. The public service char cter of 
the access service wbich COPT operators provi~e to. LEe 
demonstrated by the tact that COPl" stations may ):)e d'sconnected by 
the LEC if certain minilnum standards of service ar 
CPA claims that this teature significantly disti 

not maintained .. 
ishes the COPT 

operator from other business service subscribe CPA witness 
:Keane testified that while other ):)usinesses e the sQrV'iees of the 
network to. further their own business inter sts, the COPT operators 
use the network services to. conduct loot their business. The 
significant difference is that if COPT erators do not maintain 
that set in an appropriate fashion for e qeneral pUl:>lic, it can 
):)e disconnected by the utility • 

For purposes of assessing, the equitable entitlement of 
COPT operators to. compensation, C operators should be viewed as 
network service providers to the es instead of competitors of the 
LEes.. eoPI' operators seek a s re in non-sent-paid revenues as 
compensation for the importan access service which COPT operators 
provide to the LEC thereby cilitatinq use of the LEe's network 
services by third parties. CPA arques that Pacific's compensation 
of station aqents for a s 'lar but more lilnited access service 
indicates that such su compensation is in fact appropriate in the 
pay telephone market. 

The inequi 
agqravated by the ! 

o.f the current arranqement is further 
that while a non-sent-paid call is ):)einq 

made from a COPT- i 
placed tromthat 

trument, no. other revenue-producin9' call can be 
tation. Thus, the M'opportunity cost* to· the COPT 

- 7 -
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ter a non-lecal intra~A coin-sent-paid call. 
advocated~ that preceeding that the NmarketplaceN sheul 
the rates COPT eperaters charged for ·their phones.. Hower, ORA"s 
(then Public Stat! Divisien) and TtrRN"s arguments wer adopted that 
imposed l~its en COPT operators" charges in order 
customer confusion, to maintain access to the netw rK tor 
nonsubscribers, and to avoid exploitation of cus omers in locations 
where utility-owned co-in telephones are not co eniently availal::Jle .. 
(0.85-ll-057, mimeo. pp .. 90-92, ConclUsion 0 taw 3l.) 0 .. 87-05-061 
continued the same surcharge structure for 

For ~etter er werse, CPA mainta' s. that CO~ operators 
find it imprac~ical to impose this surc. rge on end. users. As CPA 
witness Keane testified,. NEarly experi •• ce with charging the 10-
cent surcharge on nen-sent-paid call has indicated that damage to 
COPT equipment by irate customers a d dissatis·faction on the part 
et station agents ~d. end users i gene~al far outweigh the slight 
revenue available from such char es". (,rr .. 2789.) 

Keane's o.wn company, ayTel, has discovered a positive 
correlatien be~Neen the n~e ef maintenance visits required and 
whether the station aqent i attempting to collect ~~e lO-cent 
surcharge on non-sent-paid alls.. Imagine the !rustr~tion of a 
person attempting to make a credit-card call and then being askee 
to insert 10 cents into. e COPT phone. CPA asserts that this is 
Y~ another factor tha was not conside:ed in 0.87-11-057 when the 
~PT ta~itt was o.riqi lly devised. 

CPA stron disputes Pacit£c's attempted characteri-
zation o.f the high rofit margins which COPT operators derive on 
sent-paid-callinq CPA claims that both the revenues and expenses 

are incompletely and inaccurately shown in 
4w The revenues shown in Exhibit 4 are 

incorrect, in CPA's opinion, because there is an assumption that 
the 10-cent urcharge is collectible Qy COPT operators. Likewise 

shown in Pacific"sExhibit 4 do not ~nclude any 
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was required. Paei~ie claims it would have to provide all work 
f~ctions identified in the" operator surcharge cost study. ~ 
(Exhibit 8.) Further~ Paei~ic alleges that if surcharge rev~e 
sharing were ordered~ it would incur additional costzre~.~ed to 
initiate and administer that program. 

Pacific considers the sharing of the surch ge for non
sent-paid calls as lost contribution that must be made up 
elsewhere. This loss would have to be made up b~other Pacific 
ratepayers, resulting in a subsidy by ratepaye~ to COPT operators. 
Pacific witness Forbes also concluded that s~ring o·f surcharge 
revenues would bave a negative impact on pa~ific's ratepayers. 
(Exhibit 1&.) / 

Pacific believes that COPT o~erators shouldcolleet the 
10-cent surcharge on non-sent-paid cal~s over and above pacific or 

/ 
AT&T's rates, currently allowed under the pursuant to 0.8'5-11-057. 
In tact, Pacific offered to assist/in the billing and collection o·t 
this additional surcharge so lon~as its own costs for that billing 
and an appropriate rate of ret~ were recovered. Pacific witness 

I 

,Forbes gave a very rough est~e that this billing and collection 
service on the 10-cent surcharge probably would cost the COPT 
operators at least Scents. /(Tr. 2982.) 

Paei~ic views the/payment of surcharge revenues at the 
level re~ested to COPT o~rators as an inappropriate shifting ot 
costs to general ratepayefs. Pacifie further argues that the 
sharing of surcharge rev~ues would accelerate the entry of COPT 
operators into paeific~ most lucrative pay telephones markets. 
Pacitic is concerned that this would further eroae the contribution 

I 
from its own instruments that helps subsidize lower paying pay-
phones. (Exhibit 1~ testimony of James Forbes.) 

Pacific a~serts that COPT penetration in the market is 
currently growing it a rate of about 10,000 new installations per 
year. Pacific ackhowledges that 35% ot those locations are at 

I 
"'void'" OJ: new' locations. Pacific expects that con' operators 
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users do not have coins, they have to rely on other payment op;POns 
through.operator services in order to complete calls. The ~ 
commission, in ORA's view, should acknowledge that COPT- operators 
provide a valuable service by offering the general publi~access to 
Pacific's non-sent-paid payment options for intraLATA/c(llS. ORA 
agrees with CPA'S characterization that COPT operators incur an 
opportunity cost if they allow aeces~ to non-se~~aid intra tAXA 
calling. As ORA. states, if a customer makes a /Aon-sent-paid 
intraLA'rA call from. a con station, .COPTs cannot derive revenue for 
sent-paid calls for the duration 'Of that catl. currently, the 
Commission permits COPr operators to eha~ 10 cents in coin for 
that opportunity cost. Practically, ~ charge is difficult to 
collect. ORA. agrees with CPA that customers expect to be able to
make non-sent-paid calls'without US~Of a coin. 

/ 
ORA points out that if COPT operators blocked customer 

access to pacific's intraLA!I'A no/-sent-paid calling services, 
Pacific would. receive no revenui' from. those calls. Thus, some 
sharing of that revenue is. rea"sonable. 

ORA ~lieves that;lne profitability of Pacific's 
individual payphones is ir.ielevant to this proceeding. ORA claims 
that the commission aekn~Jledqed in 0.85-ll-0S7 that there is a 
subsidy flow from Pacific's profitable stations to other pay 
stations which do not bfeak even, but do serve a public need. DRA 
believes the proper fcfrum to address the issue ot pUblic payphone.s 
. . I 
~s ~n Phase II of the OIl. There, any problems created by the 

,J 1 srant of compensat7on to COPT operators can be reso ved. 
ORA urges that interim compensation for operator 

surcharge revenu~ be limited to 6 cents per call.' DRAbelieves 
. I 

that CPA's request for 50% of the operator surcharge revenues. as 
I 

compensation for non-sent-paid intraLATA calls is too high • 
.I 

Pacific testi~eQ that its average operator revenue per call was 35 
eents, and ~tits average operator cost per, call was 29 cents • 
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providers are legitimate factors in determining the level of ~ 
compensation that we will authorize a.t this time ~ FUrther, w~~, h 
to send a signal to- the COPT" industry and the LECs to- cont~u'e to
cooperate in the ongoing OII workshops in an effort to reSOlve the 
many issues regarding payphone service pending bef~~ today_ 

As we stated in 0.87-08-052, which set ~s issue for 
rehearin9'" we are concerned with the impact of ~ compensation 
plan or revenue sharing on Pacific's revenues~We ~elieve ORA's 
proposed 6,cent-per-call compensation Plan~akesthis concern into 
account. '!his 6 cent-per-call amount wilYnot ~ring Pacific's 
revenue-to-cost ratio for operator sur~ges ~elow 1. While we 

I 
have concerns reqarding the accuracy O'! some of Pacific's 
statistical analysis, we believe thai this revenue-to-cost ratio- of, 
1.2 for operator surcharges held ~well during cross-examination. 

Further, several part~ have pointed out that this 
rehearing was limited to an exploration of whether it was. 
appropriate to share the operator surcharge portion of revenues for 
non-sent-paid calls. We bel~ve it is inappropriate for CPA to 

I ' 
attempt to expand the issues to request a blanket 25% share' of all 

J , 
revenues (including toll) ~rom non-sent-paid calls. We ordered 
rehearing Nto receive evidence only on whether COPT operators 
should be entitled to afhare of Pacific Bell's surcharge 
applicable to non-sent7paid calls, in those instances where a COPT 
instrwnent is employed/by an end-user.N (0.87-08-052, orderinq 
Paragraph 3,. mimeo,. Pf 24 .. ) Thus, sharing of operator surcharge 
revenue is the only issue presently before us. 

, ,We reject! G'I'E-C' s arquxnents that payment to COPI' 
operators of a portion of the non-sent-paid operator surcharges is 

/ 
contrary to PO' Code § § 453 and 53.2. The principle has long- and 
firmly been estaldlished that it is only unjust or unreasonable 

I 

discrimination which renders a rate or charqe unlawful. The 
question wheth~ unreasonable rate discrimination has occurred 

I , 

depends upon 1 the surrounding circumstances and conditions. In 

- 29 -
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• the present case, the compensation to be paid will be pro~ded in 
the tari~ts o·f the particular exchange carrier, and so ~ven if the 
compensation were to· be considered a reduction in otherwise 

/ 
applicable rates, it would be an element of the tari'ff rates 
applicable to the COPT service subscriber. ThUS~O discrimination 
would occur. The so-called wdiscriminationH eft~cted by such a 
tariff change woUld not be HundueH but rather~ould be specifically 
calculated and intended to rectify, on an i~rim basis, the 
inequity and unfairness inherent in the p,71sent structure of the 
payphone services marketplace. Therefore, such a compensation 
arrangement would not constitute an ~WfUl preference or 
advantage to the COPT operator in co~rison to any other customer 
or class of customers of the LEe. ~ we decide that equity 
requires the payment of compensat~n to COPT operators for their 
role in delivering non-sent-paidj1ntraLATA traffic t~ the LEC 
network, then the payment of such compensation by the LECs, in 
accordance with tariff changes~implemented in compliance'withour 

• order, wi,ll not constitute ajiolation of PO' Code §§ 4.53 and 532. 
We disagree with the characterization that CPA seeks a 

• 

I 
subsidy or a kickback for COPT operators. The relief given today 
is more appropriately vie~d as compensation tor an access function 
that COPT operators prov:lcie and is of value to the LECs. The COPT 
operator places his equipment in a public location at his own 
expense and maintains kd repairs that equipment as a ser.rice to 
the public. A substan'tial portion of the use made of that 
equipment is for non~ent-paid intr~A callinq. While there is 
conflicting eVidenc~on exactly what proportion of total calling 

, , 
is non-sent-paid carling, n~ party has argued that it is an 
unimportant share./ We agree with the characterization 0·£ the use 
of the COPT station tor the placement of such calls as constituting 
an opportunity c~t to- the COPT operator. We· agree with ORA's I . 

assessment that Fe COPT' operator is not compelled to. make his 
stations available for placinq such calls. 

! 
i 
I 
I 
I - 30 -
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question whether unre~sonable rate discrimination has occurred 
depends upon all the surrounding cireumstances'~d conditions .. 
the present case~ the compensation t~ be paid will be provide in 
the tariffs of the particular exchange carrier, and so-, eve it the 
compensation were to be considered a reduction in otherwi 
applicable r~tes, it would be an element of the tariff 
applicable to the COPT service subscriber.. scrimination 
would occur. The so-called wdiscrimination* effect by such a 
tariff chanqe would not be wunduew but rather wou be specifically 
calculated and intended to rectify, on an inter basis, the 
inequity and unfairness inherent in the prese structure of the 
payphone services marketplace. Therefore, s Ch a compensation 
arrangement would not constitute an unlawf preference or 
advantage t~ the COPT' operator in eompar' on to any other customer 
or class of customers of the LEe. If w decide that equity 
requires the payment of compensation COPT operators for their 
role in deliverinq non-sent-paid in aLAXA traffic to the LEe 

network, then the payment of su~ mpensation by the LEes, in 
accordance with tariff changes' lemented in compliance with our 
order, will not constitute a vi ation of PO Code §§ 453 and 532. 

We disaqree with th characterization that CPA seeks a 
subsidy or a kickback ~or CO operators. The relief given today 
is more appropriately view as compensation for an access function 
that COPT operators provi and is of value to the LECs. The COP'I" 

operator places his equi ment in a public location at his own 
expense and maintains d repairs that equipment as a service to 
the public. A subs ial portion of the use made of that 
equipment is for no sent-paid intraLATA calling. While there is 
conflictinq eviden on exactly what proportion of total calling 
is non-sent-paidlling, no party has argued that it is an 
unilnportant • We agree with ~e characterization of the use 
of the COPT s 
an opportunit 

ion tor the placement of such calls as constituting 
COP'r' operator. We agree with DRA"s 
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. / . We note that no~arty d~sputes that the compensat~on we 
order today is on an interim basis only and is no~reeedential to· 
the resolution ot compensation issues in thSiO g&ing OIl. 'l'hus" 
this compensation plan adopted today will la only until a final 
order issued by this commission in the ong ng OIl directs 
otherwise. )' 

In adopting ORA's sugqested &l6ents-per-call usage
sensitive compensation plan we have ~essarilY rejected Pacific's 
sUggested dollar per-set-per-mo~n~an. We find Pacific's 
arguments that it would take 9 to 2 months to institute a usage
sensitive. plan unpersuasive. W therefore order Paeifie and the 
other LECs" GTE-C" and contel"fo make the necessary changes in 
their accounting systems so that they may begin compensating COPT , 
operators within 75 days of ;this order. We realize thi~ is a much 
shorter time frame than ~t proposed by Pacific.. But we are 
willing to assist Pacific/in prioritizing its "backlog" for its , . 
CRIS accounting system. through our directives in this decision. 
Any further delay would make interim reliet meaningless given the 

I 
current schedule fOr~the completion of the OIl. 

rv. TIl Issue Of Wbether Tbe current Ban 
On IntraLata COmpetition Applies To 
Bi1.1iDq Functions XS Beyond The 
SCope O~ This ProceedinV, But 
Nonetheless Should Be Dl.scussed 
::~ng'ReSOlution Xn X.87-11-033 

A. Parties' poL_ 
CPA ~gued during the hearings, and again in its briefs 

that our POli~ of l~itinq competition in intra~A "transmission" 
services doesLnot extend to the billing function·provided by . 
utility operators or independent operator services. ('l'r. 265oS., 
2728-, CPA o~ning Brief, p. 53, and CPA Closing Brief, p. 11.) CPA 
believes th~t our current policy requires COPT-originated intraLA'l'A 
calls to bJ delivered to the LEC to be "processed through" the LEe 

/ 

network, ih11e leavinq the co~ operator free to employ alternative 
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assessment that the COPT operator is not compelled to make his 
stations available for placing such calls.',' 

We note that no· party disputes that the compensation we 
order today is on an interim basis only and is nonprecedential to 
the resolution of compensation issues in the ongoing OIl. Thus, 
this compensation plan adopted today will last only until a 
order issued by this Commission in the ongoing OII directs 
otherwise~ 

In adopting DRA's suggested 5 cents-per-eall usaq 
sensitive compensation plan we have necessarily rejected citic's 
suggested dollar per-set-per-month plan. We find Pacit.'c's 
arguments that it would take 9 to 12 months to insti e a usage
sensitive plan unpersuasive. We therefore order P ific and the 
other LECs, G'rE-C, and Contel, to make the necesC! ry changes in 
their accounting systems so that they may begi compensating COPT' 
operators within 90 days ot this order. We:r: alize this is a much 
shorter timeframa than that proposed by Pac tic. But we are 
willing to assist Pacific in prioritizin its "'1:>acklogA' for its. 
CRIS accounting system through our dir tives in this decision. 
Any further delay would make interim elief meaningless given the . J 
current schedule for'the completio of the OII. '" . 
Findings . of laet 

1. network for 
non-sent-paid calling throug 

2. currently, COPT 0 rators receive no share ot the revenue 
for that non-sent-paid ca ing because it is impractical to collect 
the currently authorize 10-cent surcharge. 

3. s incur 'opportunity costsA' when their 
o place non-sent-paid calls because sent-paid 

by end users with coins. in hand. 
instruments are use 
calls cannot be ma 

4. COP'!' 0 rators could block access to the LEe's intraLAXA 
lling options if they chose to do· so. non-sent-paid 
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. 

~'arranqements to the eXtent feasible for billing and eOlleet~
user revenue ~~ such calls." CPA alleges that AOS provi~ are one 
such al ternatlove arrangement. However, CPA acknowledges that the 
AOS providers' abandonment of the intra~A market a~ condition 
t~ obtaining their CPC&Ns has rendered this issue~cad~ic. 

CPA relies on 0.87-05-061 which, in i~view, never 
specifically foreclosed the right or ability o~ any person to 
perform such billing functions. CPA claims-~at billing 
responsibilities simply were not aadresse~While aeknowledqinq 
that intraIATA calls were to be routed ~k to the originating 
central office for call completion. ;I 

CPA argues that Pacific's ~tempt to extend its intra~A 
monopoly to billing !unctions cont~dicts Pacific's own proposal in 
our Alternative Regulatory Frame~~k proceeding (I.S7-11-033) that 
its intraLATAmonopoly be gradua1ly dismantled. 

. Pacific disagrees wiih CPA's characterization that our 
1 . 

decisions implicitly allow C~PT operators to "direct their calling 
..• so that Pacific handles thefOll, but that someone else or 

themselves handle the operator service functions.~ (CPA witness 
"I l' th 

• 

Keane, Tr. 2655.) Paclof~ be loeves that e current ban on 
intraLATA competition i~lusies a prohibition aqainst alternate 
operator or billing fwictions for intra~A calls. Pacific also 
cites 0.87-05-061 (tn' Phase II COP!' decision) in support of its 
position. Additiona;!lY, P~cific cites our recent decision qrantinq 
a CPC&N to AOS Cont!nental of california, Inc., on the condition 
thatAOS Continen~l adheres t~ the ban on intra~A competition, 

I 

specifically, inoluding intraI.A'l'A operator-handled calls. 
CO.SS-0S-062.) / 

paciffe is particularly distressed by CPA's offer that 
d.i.reetinq intraLATA calls to the LEe could be made a eondi tion o,f 
accepting any/compensation for non-sent-paid calls. Pacific 
believes that COPT operators are already required to send all 

I 

intraLA1'A ca' 1s to the LECs tor routing, operator and billing 
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S. Pacific's revenue-to-cost ratio· for its operator 
surcharges received for non-sent-paid calls is l.2. 

6. ORA's recommended compensation at a level ot 6 ce 
call tor non-sent-paid calls is supported by the record. 

7. DRA's recommended compensation of 6 cents-per- would 
not bring Pacific's revenue-to-cost ratio for operator urcharges 
:below 1. 

8. CPA requests compensation at a level ot 
operator surcharge or 25% of total revenues for n 
calls. 

9. Pacific presented data regardinq CO 
overcharging and intraI..ATA bypass via AOS pro iders. 

10. The most recent data on overcharq q and bypass was 
through May lS, 1988. 

11. This data does not take into count recent commission 
action regarding the AOS industry. 

12'. We ciisaqree with GTE-C tha payment to COPT operators of 
a portion of the non-sent-paid reve es would violate pcr Code 
§§ 453 and 532 :because no diser' , ation :between customers will 
oecur. 

13. We disagree with Pac' ic, G"rE-C, conte 1 , and 'XURN that 
any grant of compensation is form of subsidy from the ratepayers 
to the cOP'!' ·industry. 

14. ~l parties aqre that the relief sought here is interim 
in nature. 

lS. Pacific claim that a usage-sensitive plan would take 
9 to 12 months to imp ent. 

16. While oPPO inq any compensation, Pacific recommends that 
compensation on a llars-per-set :basis is faster to implement. 

17. Pacific cknowledges that this Commission coula set 
priorities that ould speed up the implementation timeframe. 

la. Neith GTE-C nor Contel submitted cost data in this 
proceeding • 
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functions. Pacific argues that t~ allow CPA to impose a~ 
wconditionw ot receiving compensation that which is already 
required of COPT operators will only encourage COPT ~'rators to 
continue to seek means to accomplish intraLAXA bypas$. 

Contel observed in its ~rief that the p. ~per torwn tor 
CPA to air its wdissatisfactionw with the exist' g ban on intraLATA 
competition is in I.87-11-033. 
B. Disgtssion 

While we believe this issue is not critical to a 
determination of whether COPT operators ~se:rve compensation for 
non-sent-paid calls, the parties Obvio~lY need guidance on this 
point or both sides will continue to b'lieve that theirs is the 
correct view. These differing view~eould result in a conflict 
situation if the ability t~ bill for intra~A calls changes fro~ 
an wacademicH consideration to a ~al one. Hopefully, the confliet 
will not materialize until resol"tion of the issue of intraLAXA 

I 
competition in, Phase, III of I.81-11-033. However, we see no 
benefit in leaving this question open, in the interim, for 

. I . contl.nued argument between the partl.es. 
I 

We disaqree with CPA's interpretation O'f our prior 
decisions implicitly allowirig competition for intra~A billing 
functions merely because billing functions weren't specifically 
included in the overall ~ on intraLATA competition. We believe 
our intention was and isj pending review in I.87-11-033, for the 
intraIJaA ban to' eneompa'ss transmission, operator, and billing 
functions. We urge pax4;ies, particularly CPA, who wish to, ad.vocate 
a different system to/ParticiP~te in I.S7-11-033. 

, 
, 

I 
I 

l 

, I 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

/ 
I 
I 
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conclusions of Lay. 

l. COPT operators should receive some level compensation 
for non-sent-paid calls made over their instrumen 

2. The level of compensation is a matter f judqment for 
this Commission to decide. 

3. Pacific has not made a showing of 
part of COPT operators whieh would justify 
compensation. 

clean handsw on the 
e· granting of ·no 

4. This proceeding is properly l' ited to compensation of 
operator surcharge revenues ~or non-s t-paid ~lls. 

5. CPA's request for 25% of t al revenues of non-sent-paid 
calls would, improperly expand the opeo~ this proceeding. 

6. We should select a leve of compensation that does not 
bring Pacific revenue-to-cost r io for operator surcharges 
below 1. 

7. ORA'S proposal o~ mpensation at a level of & cents-per
eall would keep Pacific's r enue-to-cost ratio for operator 
surcharges at 1 andtheref re shOUld be adopted. 

8. If so ordered this Commission, Pacific should be able 
to implement a usage- itive compensation plan in substantially 
less than 9 months. 

9'. Our order' of compensation for non-sent-paid calling I 
will not violate PO ode §§ 453 and 532. 'I" 

1. 
california 

XHTERnI ORDER 

ORDERED that: 
General Telephone Company of 

-C), and Contel of california (Contel) shall 
implement. compensation plan tor non-sent-paid calls for COP'!' 

t a level o~ 6- cents-per-non-sent-paid'completed call. 
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./ 
We also note that several AOS, providers have 

/ 
implicitly acknowledged this ban in aqreeing to an~ntraLATA ban 
for operator services as a condition of receiving/their CPC&N on an 
expedited basis .. a. ' / . 
l;indings '0' bet 

l~ COPT operators provide access to/the LEe's network tor 
non-sent~paid calling through their ins~ents. 

2-.. currently,. COPT- operators receive no share of the revenue 
~or that non-sent-paid calling becausel'it is impractical to collect , 
the currently authorized 10-cent surCharge. 

. I. , 
3. COPT operators ~neur NOpport~ty costsN when the~r 

instruments are used to place non/~ent-paid calls because sent-paid 
c:alls cannot be mad.e by end use:r;s with coins in hand. 

4.. COPT operators COU1"1.bloek access to the LEC's intraLA1'A 
non-sent-paid. calling options/it they Chose to, do· SQ.. 

$., Pacitic's revenue-to-cost ratio for its operator 
sureharges received 'tor no~!sent-paid calls is 1.2 • 

6. ORA's recommended compensation at a level of 6 cents-per
call tor non-sent-paid ~lS is supported by the record. 

7. DRA's recommended compensation of 6 cents-per-call would 
. . . I . not br~nq Pac~t~c's revenue-to-cost rat~o for operator surcharges 

below 1.. / 
8-. CPA requests compensation at a level of 50% of the 

I, • 
operato~ surcharge or 25% ot total revenues for non-sent-pa~d 
calls. / 

9. Pacific Pfesented data regarding COPT operators 
overcharging and intra~A bypass via AOS providers. 

8 seel O .. SS-O -062 (AOS continental or California, Inc.) ~ 
0 .. 88-06-,025. (National Telephone Services, Inc.), and D.88-08--019 
(Elc0i;el LOw) Sf, Inc'.). 

I 
/ 
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2. Within 4S days of the effective date of this or r, 
Pacific, GTE-C, and Contel shall each file separate adv e letters, 

. with service to all parties of record, containinq revi ons of all 
relevant tariffs coverinq COPT service to implement compensation 
plan for COPr operators at a level of & cents-per- n-sent paid 
call. These tariff revisions will become effect' e 4S days after 
filing. 

3. The compensation plan ordered in th 

interiln and nonprecedential basis only, pen ng 
on this issue after resolution in I.88-04- 9. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated NOV 2 3 1988 

decision is on an 
further direction 

California. 

STA:-.n.'EY w. lroLET1' 
President 

DC":.\1.D VIAL 
FREDERiCK P .. DUDA 
C. M!"!'CHELL WILK 
JOHN B. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 
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lO. The most recent data on overcharging and bypass was 
, .through May lS, 1988. 

11. This data does not take into account recent Commission 
action . regarding the AOS industry .. 

12~'" We disagree with GTE-C that payment to COPT operators of 
a portion of the non-sent-paid revenues would violate PU Code 
§ § 453 and 532 ~cause no discrimination between customers will 
occur. 

l3. We disagree with Pacific" G'I'E-C, Contel, and 'rTJRN that 
any grant of compensation is a form of subsidy from the ratepayers 
to the COPT industry. 

l.4. All parties. aqree that the relief sought here is interim. 
in nature. 

lS. Pacific claims that a usage-sensitive plan would take 
9 to 12 months to ilnplem.ent. 

16. While oppos~g any compensation, Pacific recommends that 
compensation on. a dollars-per-set basis is faster to implement • 

17., Pacitic aclalowledges that this commission could set 
priorities that would speed up the implementation timetrame. 

l8. CPA and Pacific disagree over Whether our current ban on 
intraLATA competition extends to operator and billing functions .. 

19. I.87-11-033 is the appropriate proceeding for parties to 
advocate changes to our policy on intraLATA competition. 

20- Neither GTE-C nor Contel submitted cost data in this 
proceeding. 
~OD«l.1lsioM.. o.t LAY 

1. COPT operators shoul~ receive some level of compensation 
for non-sent-paid calls made over their instruments. 

2'.. The level of compensation is a matter of judqment for 
this Commission to decide. 

3. Pacific has not made a showing of "'unclean hands'" on, the 

part of COPT operators which would justify the granting of no 
compensation .. 
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4.. This proceeding is properly limited to compensation of 
operator surcharge revenues: for non-sent-paid calls .. 

,,5. CPA's request for 25% of total revenues of non-sent-paid 
~alls would improperly expand the scope of this proceeding .. 

, &.. We should select a level of compensation that does not 
'.bring Pacific revenue-to-cost ratio for operator sureharges 
below 1. 

7.. ORA's proposal of compensation at a level of 6 cents-per
call would keep Pacific's revenue-to-cost ratio for operator 
surcharges at 1 and therefore should be adopted. 

S.. If so ordered by this commission, Pacific should be able 
to implement a usage-sensitive compensation plan in substantially 
less than 9 months. 

9. Our ordering of compensation. for non-sent-paid calling 
will not violate PO Code §§ 453 and 532. 

10.. Our current ban on intraLATA competition extends to 
operator and billing functions .. 

INTERJ:K ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1 .. Pacific Bell (Pacific), General 'I'elephone Company of 

California (GTE-C), and Contel of California (Contel) shall 
implement a compensation plan for non-sent-paid calls for COPT 
operators at a level of 6 cents-per-non-sent-paid call. 

2. Within 30 days of the effective date of this order,. 
Pacific, GTE-C, and~Contel shall each file separate advice letters, 
with sexviee to all parties of record, containing revisions of all 
relevant tariffs covering COPT service to implement a compensation 
plan for COPT operators at a level of 6 cents-per-non-sent paid 
call. 
filing. 

'rhese tariff' revisions will become effective 4$ aays- after 
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3. The compensation plan ordered in this decision is on an 
interim and nonprecedential" basis only, pendinq further direction 
on this issue after resolution in I.SS.-04-029 • .. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated __________ , at San Francisco-, Cali:fornia • 
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. APPENDIX A 

R.espondents: Marlin P. Md, Attorney at 
Timothy S. Dawson, for pacific Bell,; 
Law, for GTE california,; and Orrick, 
Cath~~ine O'~nnell and Robert Gloist 
ConTel of calfiornia, Inc. 

Interested Parties: Mark Barmore, At orney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) pelavin, Norberq & Beck, by 
Alvin H. Pelavin, , and Liz:beth M. Morris, 
Attorneys at Law, for calaveras elephone company, california
Oregon Telephone Company, Citi ns Utilities Company of 
california, CP National, Ducor Telphone Company, Foresthill 
Telephone Company, Happy Vall y Telephone Company, Hornitos 
'l'elephone Company, Kerman 'Ie ephone Company, Pinnacles 'l'elephone 
Company, The Ponderosa Tele one Company, Sierra Telephone 
Company, The Siskiyou Tele one Company, Tuolumne Telephone 
Company, and The Volcano T lephone Company,; Jackson, Tufts, Cole 
& Black, by w· . ,and Joseph S. Faber, Attorneys at 
Law, for National Teleph e Services,; Peter A. Cascia~Q, P.C., 
Attorney at Law, for Ce ral Corp.; Rangy peutsch,. Attorney at 
Law, and Charma9'lle T. eeman, for AT&T Communications; John H • 
Engel, Attorney at Law for Citizens Utilities Company o,t 
california, A. J. S:mi on, for Citizens Utilities company of 
california; Gauthier & Hallett, :by M~rr Im'ln Ga.wcllier, for 
herself; Cooper, Whi e & Cooper, by Mark P. S~hreibe~, Attorney 
at taw, and , for Roseville Telephone company,; 
Graham & James, by . , Attorney at taw, and 
Michael P. Hl.U:st, d Ih9Illas Keane, for California Payphone 
Association; . . ., Attorney at taw, and David 
A. Simpson, for I ternational Telecharge, Inc., and AOS, 
Continental of lifornia, Inc.'; ~n He~ldown~, for Consumer 
Action: Cooper, ite & Cooper, by ~rk ~. Schreib~r, Attorney 
at Law, for Ros ville Telephone Company; Leonard L. ~aide:t:, 
Attorney at La , for Louise Renne, City Attorney, City and. 
County, of san ancisco,; Southmayd., Powell & Taylor, by ~lan I. 
l'hiemann, Att rney at Law, for National Association of Truck 
Stop' Operator. " National Association of Convenience Stores, and. 
Airport oper tors council International ~ and Ronald F. EVans, 
for Com Sys , Ine~ 

Division Janice Grau,. Attorney at Law, 
and 5iACJiW.,Lllml.2D. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 


